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ABSTRACT
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THE NEXT STEP: TOWARD EQUALITY OF PUBLIC SERVICE

Report of the Conference on Public Service

Equalization Litigation,

May 16.17, 1974, Trinity Parish, New York City

Sponsored Jointly by The Ford Foundation,

The I rwin -S weeney-M iller Foundation and

Trinity Parish

-In my opinion, no one institution,

170 one nation, 170 one «npany, no one

profession, no particular name ,rand

of religion, no individual is ( uptib/e,

all alone, of coping with the bash

problems and opportunities of this

lust quarter of the 1 vt entieth Century

4

the Re% Dr. Robert RA Park,
ftecfnr of I. rinrt% PaIsh,
MA 16, 1974
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Public Service Equalization

d,mar,L1 perk, duct suppci ii Shass, when
tulks arc wa,hin; up hi one part of town, the white pail., \valet
tlows beck from the tap, But when biaek families Inc , it used
to lust toekle ut )I OIL spigot, there were bigger water mains
Ind more wate' pressure' in the white neighborhoods, and that is
Miele ime found the paved streets and the new street
lights. 'seals ever' white home was linked up to r similar\ sewer,
while i)111' out tit tivi black homes was riot. The last that hleiek
t uttthes vs. i, be iii e ..rian.,ed on municipal scrsie was prct-
tv dear Lot shay slid the situation is not unique There are
poor sletions ut Burnmediam. Alabama, that base no public water
supply t, day Nor is there .env safe drinking water for Memean-
1ineoean farm svorke is whose homes are surrounded be but
not within the eit of Allen, fears A water main runs right
by the eonmiunity, , but the 111 I\ time ems water reaches the
t, s Li( a leis atter a hens rain.

safe Mullein.; walk! Rik quatt. water pressure, drainage ditches,
,licit light,,,.;, iiarks, police and fire protection

these ire J tar less complicated issues
titan fluee-an.. health Late, JUlatik. of social scrsiees). they are
',Hooded b, a varlet, it polineal cities, los nships,
counties, districts and I f1,11R.A. d in a number of dl le rent
w,is 7 be gene ral state revenues, local property taxes and special
ass, /Nrrik rib But, thriiiighout the nation, , iequitie, are common.
Public ices rte pourer neighborhoods, are often mar kedly mien
or to public services in more affluent ones.

In January, 1972, the 1 ederal Court of Appeals for the 1 ifth
Circuit determined that conditions the town of Shaw violate,)
the eeiertl protejivn clause of the F ourteenth Amendment and
ordered loud ofbeials to undertake improsements that will,
within a reasonable time, remove the di,parines that hear so heas

upon the black eilizens of Shaw The decision in Heneforry
/own -,ubsequentls upheld by Ihe entire F Iftti Circuit
bench, ehmaxed six y, an, litigation be the NAACP Lee, al De
tense I and

The ludgment in )iriaie was widely hailed as the public serslee
equissi' nt of the Legal Defense 1 und', 195-1 sretory user school
segre_ hem in /Pow,/ i Board of I Jikinion In his concurring

Judge Wisdom stated, By our des.,,,,n in this ease we
Neu we the right of every citizen regardless of race to equal
munielpal services," suggesting that Shutt was only the first in a
host or similar suit, But although municipal authorities hase not
rust,. J into ae lion and voluntarily eliminated disparities in public
sers.le) , there has been IPA great wave of litiAation compelling
them to do so. One reason is the legal limitations of the SfiLM,
deeisioninother, the practical difficulties of equalization suits.

During the pat two decades, federal courts have struck down
barriers to equal rights in a great many, eases The primary legal
instrument that cheated these decisions was the I ourteenth
Amendment's equal protection guarantee, prohibiting unreeeson-
able discriminatom between different groups of individuals Nut
all discrimination, 'losses& r, Is deemed unreasonable" by the
federal courts lo be covered by the equal protection elau,e,
discrimination must be racial in nature or inyolse some funda
mooed right, and fundamental rights ire generally intangible the

r'ght ti site is fundamental, the right to an education I not
When discrimination fits ne ithe r of these measures, federal courts
are sy walk tie to defenses that show some rational basis for the
&suet-id:ley, such as the limitations of loe<rl tax structure's or the
priorities of lined government (However, these arguments will not
excuse the absolute denied of a service to one group that is pro-

sided to another ) The right to public se -.R.es is not considered
fundamenialind the Shutt opim, n spe tie ally warns that "we
do not Imply or suggest that esery disparity of services between
,itizens of a tow n err city cleats a 11011 01 access to the federal
eourts for redress Equal proteetiol. suits, Merit ore, are must
likely to succeed where the diserimmation is Leta, as it was in
the Mint ease

But the Fourteenth Amendment IS not the only basis upon
which discrimination in the delnery of public services can be
challenged in the federal courts Both the General Revenue Shar-
ing Act of 1973 and the Civil Rights Act of 1964 bar racial
diserimmation by the recipients of federal grants. In addition,
revenue sharing funds may be used to eorreet conditions caused
by discriminatory practices.

State courts are also a route to public service equalization.
When a state undertakes either a general constitutional obligation
or makes specific provision in its statutes fur some kind of ser-
vice, then den', I of that se ice or inadequate provision of that
service can constitute grounds for litigation. For example!, the
New jersey Supreme Court has interpreted that state's constitu-
tional mandate of a "thorough and efficient" education as the
basis for requiring changes in the entire school system, including a
more rationed scheme for school finance (Robinson I, GAO.
Cases basest upon state constitutional or statutory guarantees of
service could challenge all instances of discrimination, not only
those based upon race.

The two morn problems that are almost invariably encounter-
ed in the course of public service litigation are the factual com-
plexity of the cases themselves and the financial limitations of
total governments. To establish the existence of a significant dis-
prity ul services takes more than mere legwork. While it doesn't
require a city planner or engineer to count street lights and fire
hydrants or to determine if a street is paved, professionals are
often needed to figure out what is going on underground with
sewage lines, water mains and the like. Much of the data neces-
sary to the plaintiff's case is in the hands of local authorities and
',hen is difficult to obtain (other than through pretrial discov-
ery) The obvious obstacles to surveying services in larger com-
muniis combined with lack of racially distinct neighborhoods,
have resulted, thus far, in few cases being brought against big city
governments.

Limitations of public financing, the seeond major problem in
equalization litigation, have already been the basis for negative
decisions. For example, many communities delegate the responsi-
bility for financing public services to the home owner, relying
upon special assessments to finance such capital undertakings as
paving streets arid laying water mains or sewage Imo. Such sir
vices are available only to those neighborhoods in which home
owners are able and willing to pay for the improvements. In
several decisions, the courts have refused to interfere weal this
approach and have held it to be a ;urns of lo.al decision-making
(esen though those areas with residents unable to pay the assess
mint have, in reality, no decision to make) To correct these
situations would mean ehallenging the means of financing public
services, and this is an area into which the courts have been
histoneally reluctant to 'ntrude As the U S. Supreme Court
noted in deciding Son Antonio School ()Ail-14_1 1. ROdrIqUe/.
-The justices of this Court lack both the expertise and the firm!!
iarity with local problems so neeessary to the making of wise
deeisions with respect to the raid, and disposition of public
revenues."

- 4



Because of the difficulties involved in equalizauon litigation
and the obvious effectiveness of political action directed toward
those same ends, a major legal strategy for compelling state and
local governments to allocate more of their resources to areas of
sub-standard services is to increase representation from under-
served areas on the policymaking bodies that determine local
expenditures. By challenging multi-member districts and at-large
elections (under the prirkiple of equal political iepresentation as
defined by the U.S. Supreme Court in Baker v. Carr), civil rights
groups have been able to increase the number of state legislators,
city councilmen, school board members and members of special
district boards coming from minority communities and poorer
neighborhoods.

Today, the future of public service equalization is uncertain.
The limits of litigation are undefined. There have been surprising-
ly few sequels to Shaw, and still fewer attempts to employ alter-
native legal strategies. Basic questions remain unanswered. What,
for example, is the proper standard for equal service? Is it equali-
ty of cost, condition or service? Should discrepancies in services
be sought only within individual town.; or cities and not among
them? Can the cause of equalization be best served through litiga-
tion or through political action?

Recognizing the need for a discussion of these issues, the spon-
sors of the Trinity Parish Conference on Public Service Equaliza-
tion Litigation brought together lawyers, planners and other pro-
fessionals in the field for the purpose of sharing information,
identifying priorities and considering long-term goals. It was their
hope that the conference would result in a more coherent view of
the equalization movement and possibly produce some mecha-
nism to help guide its growth.

- 5 -



The Current Scene

At me inmal eoine rem e session, partie wants deseribed their
own ui their organization's present activities and plans in the area
tit public service equalization lAs elsewhere in the report, papers
,uornitted by pankApants have been e,,iitieused and edited and
discussion summarized

NAACP LEGAL DEFENSE FUND, INC. (LDF)

kepi. sewing the' fund. James Gray and Charles Williams
stressed the group's interest m expanding the precedent in I law-
Ions y f own of Shaw in etnourumrig similar suits and toe using
on litigation to code( t public sauce inequities in larger caties

eoneemed by the small number of cases that have resulted
tion the Shaw dec ision, the Fund recognizes the problems of
sac ii suit'. "Shss had beautiful facts," said Charles. Williams, &s-
e assing the &Meanies of locating parallel situations, The places
arc tnere, h.,t tae to hail 15illi the ones suggested to us. We
hear irons places sehere there are the most acme commands'
ptopie, But pla« s it in/ the must ere t, lie people may riot be the
best places to bring suit

since winning the en bane decision in //awkins v. Town of
Shuts, the WE has been working to increase the number of cases
in the area of municipal services equalization in order, on one
hand, to secure the importance of the victory in Shutt and, on the
other, to exnand the scope of the law in this area. The number of
cases brought ci date, however, has not been anywhere near what
one would hope or expect.

The LW' 's commitment in this area is based in large part on
the substantial improvements in living conditions that have oc-
curred in Shaw as a result of the litigation. The town has been
busy implementing an equalization plan and following a time
schedule imposed by the court in June of 1973 which required
the town to

a install ,ill new street lights by March, 1974,

b make addition, to the water and sanitary sewer sy stem, and
install new fire hydrants by July, 1975,

c make improvement, in the storm sewer system h, Scpteiii
ber, 1975,

d pave ,d1 the streets and make any other improvements by
June, 1976.

At present all the street lights are in place Additions to the
water and sanitary sewer systems and fire hydrant network
should be finished within the next six or seven months, ahead of
schedule, after which paving will be completed. The town is pre-
sently financing these improvements with cash surpluses that pre-
date the suit and federal revenue sharing funds, but it may have
to float bond issues to pay for the final items

Because of its landmark nature and the costs of two appeals,
shalt has been quite costly both in money and lawyers' time
During the case's seven year mstory, the Fund has spent more
than $100,000 on litigation However, the decision has meant
more Man 5500,000 in improvements for the 1,500 black resi-
dents of Shaw where the. total population is less than 3,000

CURRENT LITIGATION

Liar has brought three other municipal services suits to date
In Mississippi, Hams r. /own of Ida Bend was filed at the

same tune as _Shutt, raising more or less identical issues, against a

6

town ye' iimilar to Shaw. Because of the similarity between the
two eases, the parties in /tt,c Bow agice of to a continuanee of the
ca a? pending the outeurne in Sh qt. Following the Fiftl Circuit's
decision in Shan, a consent decree was entered stipulating that
certain disparities existed and ordering the defendants to develop
an equalization plan which is now being implemented. The only
significant difference between the itta Bend order and that in
Shutt' was that the defendants were required to issue at least
5285,000 worth of negotiable bonds to help finance the
5500,000 worth of improvements required

In Florida, Davis v. City of Sanford was settled before trial
when the city agreed to apply all of its revenue sharing funds,
more than a milhor dollars, to the paving of streets. Because of
the settlement, it was not necessary to confront the question of
special assessments raised in this case

In Tennessee, Dupree' City. of Chattanooga was originally
brought to challenge the absorption of an independent Model
Neighborhood Program into a consolidated program. The dis-
parity in municipal services and facilities was raised as an adjunct
issue. Subsequently, however, the two issues were separated, and
the services case is to be tried this fall:

PROSPECTIVE LDF SUITS

LDF has also been contemplating bringing suit against five
municipalities in Mississippi and the City of Mobile, Alabama

The most potentially significant of the five Mississippi cases is
a suit being contemplated against the City of Jackson. Because of
its large size (the population is more than 150,000 residents), a
different method of proof from the direct observation technique
utilized in Shaw is required. A statistical survey is now being
developed and if it indicates that provable disparities exist, suit
will be brought.

The four other Mississippi cases are in towns that more ap-
proximate the situation in Shuts, with populations ranging from
1,000 to 6,000. These cases have seen developed in conjunction
with workers from Mississippi Action for Community Education
(MACE) using the McTeer-Lipman "Community Manual" devel-
oped by two Mississippi attorneys. Nith this manual, local resi-
dents in a small town can independently document sufficient
disparities to convince a lawyer that there is a basis for bringing a
successful lawsuit. Since the law in SIWIt, is now clearly estab-
lished, the small size of several of these towns may make it pos
sible to authenticate the locally documented disparities through
pre-trial discovery and stipulations and then to move for sum-
mary judgment.

Finally, last fall, LDF contemplated bringing suit against the
City of Mobile primarily on behalf of black residents living along
a tributary known as the Three-Mile Creek The city had failed to
make certain improvements in the creek's channel that a study it
had commissioned showed necessary before paving and satisfac-
tory storm drainage could be provided The city had, however,
performed similar work along a tributary in a white section of tne
city. This meant that, despite the city's large population, there
was one issue upon which a successful suit could he initiated
without the necessity of a statistical survey 13ecau,. there w is
also a question as to discrimination in using federal revenue shar-
log funds, suit was delayed pending exhaustion of administrative
remedies under the Revenue Sharing Ac t. It now appears that the
city may comply without further legal action.

9



PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
IN EXPANDING UPON SHAW

LAM 1, interested both in seeing nisi.( t.Litaahration suits

brought and in broadening the scope of the 1 /rut. precedent
Because of the clear need 6 avoid had ices dent, at this point
suits should he brought only whcn there is a guild chance
sue However, 1 number of pioblem, has made aehiesernint
of these goals ci,f tit tilt

First, there has been sum, eontusion among community pet,
pie as to what .Shu)s mean, I iieal resident, in mans pikes where
ithe possibility of a HattA,tis t _Shti)s ts pc suit dearly exist
apparently unaware of the feasibility of legal recourse, while in
others, when municipal st Mee, dtSpantles are believed to exist,
it has turned out that people were really concerned with other
problems, such as municipal employment discrimination Or dis-
criminators incorporation

5e_ond, lawyer, ri the field bane had difficulty ,n recognizing,
analyzing and pret,uing the legally and tactually complex munici-
pal serviee suits Jon ,(gain Shapiro, the LIM- staff attorney who
worked on shut, has recently prepared a litigation manual that is
being distributed to the Fund's cooperating attorneys and other
interested org.mizations ind indisiduals. In addition to a detailed
exegesis of the ./zsc case (including the pleadings, briefs, opin-
ions and orders), the 416-page manual also includes Professorfessor

Michelm,m's treatise on "Obtaining a I air Share of Mt.rucipal
Sers ices Through Legal Proceedings" and the Mercer-Lipman
community manual being used in Mississippi

A final problem has been resources Gisen the present uncer-
tainties in the held, it has been funer tun consuming and costly
to locate, identify and invest gate p.nssiblt suits than it should he,
ence these initial difficulties hoc been resolsed

INVESTIGATION, IDENTIFICATION AND
ANALYSIS OF EQUALIZATION SUITS

when responding to t complaint of municipal service dis-
parities, 1 DI attempt, uttwnwil ,oilct data on the ton/MU-
ruh, and the services in aUest*ori and then to h Re one of its staff
attorney, visit the site ac comp tined by `t ale Rabin, the Fund's
c.ts, planning consultara

f he initial analysis is done by making a visual eompalison of
black and white neighborhoods and through discussions with the
community residents, One ditheults rif a visual comparison is
that the more subtle differences in services and facilities (e g sate
of water MIMS arid sewer mains) arc lust On the other hand, such
disparities can only he easily unearthed by discovery during litiga-
tion or by vents ins; community complaints of pressure or capac-
ity, through local reeords. In smaller cities and towns, it may he
possible for para-legal community volunteers to gather sufti-
eient information for an initial Jet. if-lunation the , are provided
with clear guidelints hkc those in OR M( eer-Lipman commumts
manual

The sate of the ells or town is a main cwisideration rn de
termining the method it proof In i town (.1 2,000 people, 306
homes and I') miles of streets, one could &leonine by direct
observation the existence or .1h-cc oce of esery service in questom
Having done so, oric could then, through discovery, rcquire On
Lily to produce maps, documents and responses to interrogatorics
detailing the location and qualits of these smuts Requests fur

7

admission based on the responses would demonstrate the dispari-
ty If these are admitted, summary lodgment could be sought
based upon Shaw

In larger cities of 5(1,000 or more, however, it is extremely
difficult to :mike an actual sursey of each set SILL and, therefore, a
different approach is needed. One such approach is to limit the
number of services at issue by focusing on a specific item such as
trash collection, fine protection or water system adequa.y. In
Mobile, for evil-11,1- the major issue was drainage improvements
alone i nibutary running l'uou8n t'se blar k pour communi-
ties A second approach wicAlef Pe to undert,.,se a statistical survey
using a sampling teehredue for sic measurement of service levels
in white and black n ighhi6 hood\ nor the first suit of this kind,
however, it may be e: try i.i ccirnplete i full street by -arect
study in order to valid,,, ne sampling tsehnique.

FUTURE LITIGATION EFFORTS

L DI- is deeply eommitt i to seeing that the precedential value
of Shaw, is used to correct those disparities in seryi=es and facili-
ties which exist throughout the country. We expect that the new
suits to be filed in Mississippi, plus the distribution and use of the
litigation manual, will stimulate greater demand for assistance and
litigation During the past year, LEN- has been p irticularly inter-
ested in identifying larger cities with significant minority group
communities where the ..nchlions appropriate for equalization
suits are present.

MEXICAN AMERICAN LEGAL DEFENSE AND
EDUCATIONAL FUND (MALDEF)

Alartinei, general counsel 01 ,11,11.1)1 I , told the corner-
en«' that the orqurniation's ringor efforts, until now, have been
tot ii . (I (HI C(114(41011 Olere the prOb1(171 has been to proLL do
facto seg,egatiori and to seek "different" treatment rather than
equal treatment," with the goal of securing bilingual and bicul-

tural eciacation for ,Ilesican-Arneri«m students. Ruther than ap-
proach the issue' of public sen ice ctititdi/Ulitin by banging
t) pe at bell's, VALDE! has Loikentruted on rot reusing the polio-
al rohseritutpm u1 nsiderits in under sett «Lucas be challenq-
ny (1;,trit is IMI if large ,'lei bons. "What happens
Own there are mulp lislricts (Ind al large elet lions," she
said, "is that four or hi., , op/c, ,.ho are often neighbors
and ill of whom Ionic from the Sank port of totsn, becwne the
city count ii."

Switord /at Rosen, 'caul (hit( tor of 11.111),' 1-, noted that the

group 4th td Slerul costs Oki( ilk 01,1, was to roltice
Mho' Ohm Ithreust th( Ick / it «rtalli municipal seen (es Ile
earl "titer-suturution of 'mowrft ands with poi/CC' as one
e,Impl, In I vs .inielcs11,11 I)! I is t halt aging a lighting drs-
fni l's SO( (iSsesstntol for u group that Jug s not wool mere ur)
Lupo, I NI) Is and ilk bill that i ernes ieif/t (grin

Recently, George Korhel of MALI)1.1 It'd to ten of the
major urbar teas in Texas and Arl/Ona to dcyclop evidence for
political access suits the schemata of proof in this type of litiga-
tion ca irtirs at least p i,balls ark ond a social analysis of the condi-
tions of Mexican Anlyfilans, hiatAs and other minorities, and the
rc lationship between all stand lid or aiequitable conditions and
soling patterns. In cash ,rises examined, similar
factu1

0
al patterns emerged



a !here tend, to be minimal or no (Sid( crit,riement in minion
its areas

b With notable e \Leptions in I I PaSo, T t x a,, ni ptihh, no(
ing protects ale poorly designed and s I 'cat& nn,;r1,,

fy patterns of school ,egret; tin

c where rs an absence of curbs and gutters in mmoilb, areas
1 he L xception lu this seems to he Waco, lexas onsistent

k, minority areas suRixed contained sizable area", ;II which
residences lacked ark pa rnhinc; tat pities

d \n excess of pohee aeriLth, In minortt areas disproportion-
ate to commumtx needs and ot ten hostile to the commundL
itself was noted in eacn counts

e Parks arc raids found in minoriv arias, where they exist,
the\ are poorly maintained iln San Antonio, the (at Plan-
ning Department ,ass that the burito needs at least 30 corn-
munch, parks there ate none, at least 67 sports fields
there are 17 it least TO tennis courts there are rive, at
lasa po> Is there are Ike and adequate

gx nmasium tacihties" tt ere ire none )

I 10":1 conditions exist In minorit,, ,i1Ca, due to poor drain-
age and inadequate of non-existent stun m sewers (In at least
one city there is dso tte(tuent hack up of sanitary syst,ms,
which results in raw se wai...e flowing down Clouded roads )

g Complaints about disi,nurnitorx scRice in garbage pickup
are common

h ins nes ,chere nnuot,;pd1 power systems exist, there are fre-
quent comp! tint\ !bout dist minatory maintenance and im-
procement Uncle; storm conditions, minority areas are often
wit',' serxice for substantial periods of time

I Jsstennaticallt, new public facilities, UnRiNules, hospitals
ind office buildings are sited disirimmatedk

I fet, `Ad} hate isolated downtown areas from areas of minor
its concintration They ciao hate destroyed stable neighbor-
hoods that led disintegration of fillrlorlt solidi fabric In
these areas

k In mark places, notably the ire.' along the course of the Rio
Caande, varnius meLhanisms of special interest government
units (r e , water distric ts) result in unequal distribution of
water Potable drinking water is un.kailable to large numbers
of Chicano, in some places, in others, they are denied equal
access to water fur irrigation and other non domestic uses

[he indirect Meets of these ea inditions, such as the diseases
that result from lack of pr per drainage, can he as damaging as
the deprRanons themscho The iniquitable distribution of pub
hi serc ices has encouraged not unit "white flight'' but also
caused sueeessful minority residents to 'c.o.': minority areas, de
prising the communitc of its middle efts, Ind the small businesses
they support

MALDI I feels that there has been a complete lack of city
planning in the interest MIno111\ communities Planning for
southwestern ec,,s has encouraged unbridled growth ti the .id-

\,art,4 ot thy VIV,1 kottlfIllIIIr,, In () in \ riti,n14), ,nett, lot Ill

doelopment occurs north of the tit:, where Anglos «mcintrati
City policies erkouragn this growth ind the he trio is et fectiLely
taxed to support it The eatv's power plants and sewage systems
are located in the minority areas 1 he cost of presiding these
services rise', is the distance from the plant mire oes, neverthe
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Its,, the ',link I its, apply t , ell Iltnct, the is pit d ri,gresske rate
stoic ton (/ t , the mon, coo use, the the Wit the t,l't all lost)
IC,1111, urn e n> mtagtng usage at the highest l )st and in the highest
!noun( art A1SC), the ',MIMI mints ,0,,ffiarde fur Utiht im-

pwcmerit and ionstructr in tN,plialk is spent for extensions into
no w Anglo subdivisions rather man fur imp' 0 merits to '-'sting
N stems, although flooding and sewer back-up problems in minor-
its areas are (fusing out tho,c who can afford tai k ace

None of the sines surceyed by M ALMA demonstrated with
arts chute the /owl of Shim type of proof Indeed in some
places, substantial numb( rs of Spanish-surnamed people belong to
the economic and political power structures. I Lather, application
of Model ( ihes money has Produced real garden areas in a num
her of the r,,st concentrated burt7o,, To protect pour Chicanos
in the Southwest maL, require the extension of the Town of Show
principle beyond race and ethnic chserinunation to economic class
discrimination MALTA] plans to attempt this extension with
great care, and will also t,ontIlltl to took tot (none classical /01tV
il Shalt' fact 1 merns.

While xeking additional resource', to receareh and mount
direct cquali 'Aron lawsuits, MAI-DLI is proceeding to decelop
alternatice litigation strategic- Fur example, the f and is employ-
ing the principle of equal political representationidopted by the
Supreme Court in Whitt i Ropstu, ( -112. U S. 755 (1973) ), to
require the election of LIP, councilmen, school hoard members
and special district board members, by single member geographic
district, Successfully challenging multi-member legislative districts
and the .it-large election of local council and hoard members
should increase minoritN, group representation on pol y-making
bodies and render them more responske to minority needs in the
allocation of municipal and other services. The impact of While v.
Register on the Texas Legislature has already had such an effect,

Hue MALDLI strategy for treating the municipal services
problem indirectly also !mimics litigation designed to require lo-
cal and state government to increase spendnig for programs that
will directly benefit Chicanos. For example, the Fund's educa-
tional litigation is primarily aimed ,it persuading courts, state edu-
cation) departments, and other governmental bodies to require the
offering of substantial bilingual multicultural programs, as well as
to engage in athrmanve ere moment and hum!, of Chicano per-
sonnel

In addition, employment discrimination by state and munici-
pal government is being systematically challenged By requiring
city and state governments to approach parity for minorities at all
levels in the civil services, MALDEF hopes to see these minority
employees, individually and thorough mutual assistance associa-
tions, add to the pressure for equalitation of see ices to their
communities -,.;ALDf F and other civil rights organitations have
found that when minority personnel are recruited in numbers
into uniform service's, eSpet.1.1lly police departments, these public
employees bring considerable pressure within their services to
a Aire proper treatment of minority ne ighborhoods and persons.
Finn eXarnple, Chicano) police officers begin to make it \ter), clear

to their colleagues, Chicano or otherwise, that u -bridled violence
within the hi,,u," and due etc() tuward ( ant,, is not to be
tolq,ated Second, MAI DI I has been ri presenting Chicano ern
pluyees in negotiations with the ()deltic I elephone Company
During the course of these negotiations, one of the issues thai the
Chicano employees identified concerned the failure of the torn-
pany to provide bilingual and multi-lingual emergenty services
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1Vhile the prosecution of the Ouachita Pd(ish, 11%,lati,l,

case will afford the It ( RUL substantial opportuni-
ty to obserke the practicality id roenue sharing litigation in the
qualuation area, the Committee has made some general observa-

tions ,Is to the advantages and disadvantages of proceeding under
the nondistrimination standards of the reyenue sharing program
by tiling complaints with the treasury Dtpartment's ()Hite of
Revenue Sharing (ORS)

ADVANTAGES OF THE
REVENUE SHARING REMEDY

A chief advantage in utilizing the administrative revenue shar-
ing remedy in municipal services discrimination Lases is that the
threat to terminate massive amounts of federal assistante often
provides a powerful intertive to correct illegal practices, it is

likely that a governmental jurisdR *ion which is the subject of an
equalization attack under tne Revenue Sharing Act, and which
ni ry lose hundreds of thousands or even millions of dollars annu-
i!lv , may be more inclined to respond to civil rights pressures
than it merely fated with a threatened injunction. (There is no
possibility of a fund cut-off if complainants by-pass ORS and sue
directly in federal court, although some form of Injunctive relief
might be available.) Similarly, if federal authorities are persuaded
to become active fortes supporting enorcement of nondiscrimi-
nation standards, local officials are usually more wary and federal
courts are frequently more receptive to providing relief

The regulations whith have been promulgated in implementa-
tion of the statute make expressly Megal a host of goyerinnental
practices at the state and local level which involve the provision
of municipal services These standards facilitate the filing of
equalization suits under the Act.

For example, no fluffier how small the allocation of revenue
sharing funds to a parutular governmental program or activity, so
long as the federal dollars can he traced, discrimination is subject
to attack Becao,e revenue sharing funds tend to be spent in a
variety of governmental categories, there is a substantial handle to
examine governmental practices across a broad spectrum. (See 31

C F, R. § 51 32.) Thusi recipient government may not direct-
ly or indirectly "provide any service or other benefit which is
different, or is provided in a different form from that provided to
others under the program or activity," 31 C.F.R. § 51 32

(b)(1)(1), "restrict in any way the enjoyment of any advantage or
priyilege enjoyed by others receiving any service or benefit under
the program or activity," 31 C.F.R. § 51 32(b) (1)(1v), or
'deny an opportunity to participate in a program or activity as an

employee," 11 C. F, R. § 51.)2 (b)(1) (vi), "I he regulations fur-
ther (-wholly provide that a recipient government cannot dis-
criminate "in (lift:tanning the site or location of facilities," 31
C f R 51. 32 (b) (3) Swath intly, the regulations also au-
Wow( recipient governments to dee action -to ameliorate an
imbalance in services or facilities provided to any geographic area
or specific group of persons within its jurisdiction, where the
purpose of such ,action is to overcome prior discriminatory prat
tits or usage," 31 C.I R § 51.32(4)

Ibus, the requirement that ser' ices 'named by revenue shar-
inu be equalized is made an explicit condition of the receipt of
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esenue sharing mild, and recipient giivernmeritv are obh.; Ike! to
cOlit III to those N. This provides a resonable %vote]
nI II monitoring and entoteing Lied rights requirements

Pr ire( e ding 1,,Iltit21 (ht. Revenue Sharing et require aire gallons
!,tee fort national iingm, color or ..,C,L1 el IIt11111.1I1u11 I knee,

this remeely be definition avoids the problems mime:lit in the

supreme ourt's dee 'spins in a variety of eases potentially ,dleet
ing equalizahein litigation, including ,Sito ,Intoto .`..setroo/ Dottier

Roehre/ieez, 36 L. LW 2d 16 r,1973), Je'ffe'rson e. Iluekney, 106
U 5 S9(, 11972), and lames i Valtierru, 402 U S 137 (1971)
lin, is yer because the problem of distinguishing wealth elassifil a
hole or compelling state interest v rational relationship tests does
not alms, in the revenue sharing eonte t. Conversely, revenue shar-
ing allure], no real opportunity to challenge those Supreme Court
rulings Prileeeding under the statute instead of under the eunso
tutional theory would thus tend to simplify the ease and make it
stnught redo al assistance litigation

Another advantage of proceeding under the Reveiwe Silo rig
Act is that the 42 U S C § 1983 problem of defining the
defendants is largely eliminated Under § 1983, governmental
jurisdictions as parties prohablv cannot be held responsible for
the discrimination which exists within their borders, rather, only
individuals can be and they are fnquently judgment-proof (See
City ut kenoshu e. Bruno, 93 S. Ct. 2222 (June 11, 1973).
Undo the statute, however, a governmental juiisehetion Is dearly
the responsible agency, and included among the remedies availa-
ble against nomomply mg Jurisdictions is revelment of revenue
-haring funds in the event discrimination is proved and not cor-
rected. (See 31 C. F.R. § 51.32 (f)(;)(v). Therefore, one avoids
the concern in private constitutional litigation of which defend-
ants to name and whether all necessary parties have been joined.
Similarly, since the Treasury Department as the responsible feder-
al agency revenue sharing would be m charge of any ad
munstrative or court proceedings in the event it concluded that
there was discrimination, there is dearly no danger of an attack
against plaintiffs or their erass as being unrepresentative or in
some other way barred from seeking relief.

LIMITATION OF THE
REVENUE SHARING REMEDY

There are some obvious disadvantages to litigating etelmmistra
lively lor equalization under the Revenue Sharing Act. Foremost
among these is the potential fur an inordinate time delay before
final relict is available if a recipient government fights charges of
discrimination to the maximum. Because of the general require-
m,nt that administrative remedies be exhausted, reasonable

estimates indicate that a minimum of 18 months can elapse be-
fore a final remedy is obtained from the Treasury Department,
and after that, lapse time in judicial review is still a possibility
The delay is virtually built into the timetable set uut in the
Revenue Sharing AO. and regulations (undoubtedly because of
the political framework which dictates that the new.federalisni
move from government imposed to "cooperative" policies).

For example, after a petition is filed, the Office of Revenue
Sharing has to make a preliminary determination of whether or
not there is discrimination. This can take three months or more,
and after the preliminary determination is made tne governor
must be notified and be given at least 60 days to seek voluntary
compliance. However, thereafter, if Title VI powers are exercised,
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an additional two weeks must be accorded the reopient in an
Molt to obtain v iluntary eumphance end then a formal corn-
phint process begins which, including time for answer, diss:uvery,
hearings, briefs, initial decision, additional brielsind decision of
the seer eta. v , could mean delays of six to nine months or more.
After the secretary has made his final decision, another 30 days
must elapse during which time he is reqUI1Cd to Fluff), the appro-
pil I louse and Senate Committees 1)1 his findings Thereafter,
judicial review he', in the U.S. Court of ' mtunately,
during all these proceedings the Treasir it has legal
authority to &lei any further revenue sh tyments.)

In most eases, there is no way of ayemding the complex and
protracted administrative remedies established by the revenuer
sharing legislation. Only when (as in Chicago) federal officials
refuse to act at all can the administrative process be circumvented
and a direct appeal be taken to the District Court. Obviously,
however, once the latter event occurs, some of the advantages of
proceeding under the Revenue Sharing Act are lose. Federal uffi-
oals are no longer leading the fight for enforcement and acting as
plaintiffs against recalcitrant recipients, but rather, Ti easury offi-
cials themselves are the defendants. Lung delay s arc incurred
while obtaining a count order to initiate compliance procedures at
the administrative level. Infrequently, if ever, would plaintiffs
suing Treasury ofrio, ask the court immediately to adjudicate
the charges of discrimination against the recipient government;
rather, the relief requested is almost always that the federal offi-
cials simply be compelled to act.

A distinct tactical disadvantage in proceeding through the ad-
ministrative network is that, once Treasury compliance officers
determine to act, the statute and regulations assume that the
assume the burden of litigation. Complainants are accorded no
explicit standing even to be parties to the administrative hear-
ings. In Kival times, federal officials arguably can be entrusted
with this responsibility, currently, it is nut certain they can be.

Another major problem with using the revenue sharing pro-
gram to require equielitation is obviously that enforcement can be
attempted against a recipient government only if there is a nexus
between the use of revenue sharing and the particular charge of
discrimination in the delivery of municipal sc.-vice- Thus, if there
are unequal services involving roads, sewage disposal, and
construction of drainage ditches but 'he recipient government
allocates all of its revenue sharing funds to recreation, public
safety of the construction of a new courthouse, under existing
authority it would probably be impossible to bring an equaliza-
tion suit The only possible handle would be pr, of that the reve-
nue sharing funds which went to the nunrelatcd categories specifi
call displaced general funds already allocated to those categories
so they could be used in the discriminatory activities. Needless to
say, this is a complicated matter just from the auditing perspective.

Another disadvantage is that proceeding under the Revenue
Sharing Act eliminates the kind of pendent jurisdiction that
federal courts have, in constitutional cases, to look at related
state or other claims. And finally, a charge of discrimination
brought under the Revenue Sharing Act must be far more de
tailed and well-documented at the outset than a constitutional
ease because of the general lack of expertise in civil rights
enlureement which prevails today in most governmental agencies
and noticeably in the Treasury Department
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PROSPECT

there are common problems in equalization litigation whether
proceeding under the constituntmal or the statutory theory f or
example, if special assessments are used by a jurisdiction for its
general municipal improyements, the problem of proving race as
compared to wealth discrimination becomes iYerriding in either
1115tnLe.Seyeral piospeetiYe eas:s in the reyenue sharing equali/a-
non area were ultimately rejected by LCCRUL for tactical red
sons, when it was learned that improyements were made by spe-
cial assessments routinely granted to those blacks who could of
kid to apply and that the basic problem was that most blacks
laeked the means. Although there is little doubt that the use of
special assessments ,s an invidious and inherently discriminatory
device, under recent Supreme Court rulings plaintiffs' burden of
proof in sue!' cases h eNtratirdinarily high. Serious consideration
must be given to a strategy which will prevail in this area.

Under either Missions i. Tow, ut Short or revenue sharing
litigation, both of which require racial impact if not motive, it is
likely that southern rather than northern jurisdictions will remain
the focus of equalization litigation. Although some of the more
glaring problems 111(1), still cost in the ,uuth, nu one can seriously
doubt that ,,ks in larger northern urban centers suffer compar-
able discrn. .awn. Yet we haze not found and are aware of no
one who has found northern targets for the traditional equaliza
tio" remedy.

Probably the best course to pursue is a combination of consti-
tutional and statutory litigation. Es en if revenue sharing proce-
dures are a slower remedy than constitutional litigation, the po-
tential impact of a successful revenue sharing suit in this area
could be dramatic. For once the 38,000 recipients of revenue
sharing payments become aware that the federal government is
serious about terminating (or demanding repayment of) revenue
sharing funds where there is a finding of racially discriminatory
delivery ut municipal sery ices, those recipients will have a power
ful incentive to insure that their revenue sharing money is used to
correct the effects of discrimination. If, un the other hand, we
either cannot make the federal government responsive ur we
determine that the statutory remedy is unacceptably time-con-
suming, we may have no 'choice but to continue to make the
seemingly difficult search for more Shorts.

UCLA INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT
AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

A vial factor in the distribution of public services is WIlltAU-
11014 detachment, incorporation and other boundary changes that
result in the prcnision or denial of service. A ['toga- to study
racially discriminatory incorporation and boundary change prac-
tices is under way at the UCLA Institute ut Government and
Public Affairs, and u report un its work was presented to the
conference by Jacqueline Leatitt.

Communities can expand, contract ur create boundary lines
through annexation, detachment, ind orporation and consolida-
tion. The procedures for effecting such changes are defined by
state law which is generally silent on equity issues. Frequently,
boundary changes are made for discriminatory reasons, to ex-
clude undesirable areas or areas of high service costs. The exclud-
ed areas are denied public services. The purpose of the UCLA
project is to inventory and to describe the misuse of incorpoia
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tion and boundary change practices, to study Illustrative cases in
depth, to evaluate consequences, to develop legal theories that
can be used to challenge these practices, and to draft model legis-
lation and administrative procedures to prohibit them.

Denial of municipal services itself was allegedly the reason why
the City of Marks, Mississippi, initiated detachment pi oceed lugs
to rid itself of a recently annexed and predominantly black neigh-
borhood. In 1961, the new area had been brought into the city,
and the court approving the annexation ordered that police and
tire protection, fire hydrants, street draining and paving be pro-
vided. Rather than deliver these services, the city mused to de-
annex the area, although black residents challenged the detach
mein in Franklin of Maths, -139 F . 2d 655 (5th Cir. 1971).

In a reverse municipal service situation, an unincorporated
community of Mexican Americans near Blythe, California, for
years sought annexation to that city m order to obtain services
the CUlllitA, was unable to provide. Although the city government
was able to delay the union, an:It--,tion was finally accomplished
after litigation was threatened.

But denial of municipal wry, not the only effect ur the
only motive for discriminator y boundary changes. Political power
is sometimes at stake. In i/o/t d. Ca) of Richmond, 459 F. 2d
1093 (4th Cir. 1972), black residents of the Virginia capital
claimed that annexations of some 16 square miles of Chesterfield
County reduced the black population of Richmond from a major-
ity of 51.5% to a minority of 42%. Although the federal district
court F and the annexation racially motivated, four of the six
circuit court judges agreed, on appeal, that there were other
legitimate reasons for the action.

In Missouri, the community of Black Jack was allegedly incor-
porated specifically to provide the residents of that area with
power to rune out low income housing and preclude the con-
struction of a federally subsidized 236 project. However, the
federal district court ruled, on March 20, 1974, in United States
of America v. Black lt,k, Missouri D.C.E.D. Mo. 71C372, mat
the government had failed to prove that presention of the 236
project was racially discriminatory in motivation ur effect. The
court rejected demographic arguments mid would not rule on
"regional, flexible planning."

But a 1972 decision of the Fifth Circuit reversed, in part, a
district court ruling denying the request by de /elopers of a low
income housing project for an extension of municipal services. In
United Farm workers of Florida Housing Project, Inc., et. al. v.

City of Delray Beach, Florida, No. 72-3804 (5th Cir. 1973), city
officials stipulated that extension of services depended upon prior
annexation, although several unannexed developments, predomi
nantly white, were being served at the time. Taking into consider-
ation inconsistencies in planning procedures, the earlier denial of
an application for low income housing by the city, the desperate
housing need cif farm workers, and the concentration of almost all
low income housing in a segregated area, the court ruled that the

City failed to meet its burden of proving that refusal was neces-
sary to promote a compelling governmental interest, and thus city
officials have deprived the farm workers of equal protection of
the law under the Fourteenth Amendment."

Instances of racially discriminatory boundary changes are far
from rare, but they had been unevenly documented prior to the
UCLA study. By searching the literature and reviewing more than
200 questionnaire responses, the research project has identified
104 locales where a boundary change is alleged to have been
discriminatory. Although the questi6nnaires are still being re-
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sewed and analy ed, preliminary Hidings slli:gest that discomina-
tii in t, nr ,t ottk.n rod obsiousls racial and that there are no
distuti p moos lalthorki,h the number 4t cases in the

tr e rat oat

As p lit oi the puilect, lass professors are supervising students
stuLklrl incident in Pearl Mississippi, and several incidents in
',t Louis C Mis,ouri iii Purl, the issue is &Lens's incor-
poration F tun:, annesation by the Cats of Jackson (more than

of Pearl chose borders that created a
cun'nruuit, l; , what and tlicri tomwd their own school district.

I I .1 Louis ( omits a tar it is of boundary change prat bees
bast: ,Itikluced disi.onnnatioll Ill hullsing, education and public
set cite the the counts is the (Lis tit Webster ()loses that has
cousisolitl, refuse d allnc \ a contiguous black area because it

want i t proldt. ces The City uf Kirkwood, also
ti aline\ the u1111 LLIMniertialh, %ktitict

hit' klim11111g, 011111,orpoLik d pocket of black
piicerts

I he ' 1(I A proct has conducted case studies in Gary, Inch-
in I, Decoto and Alsi,o, California, ( Impel 'WI, North Carolina,

md recently in Belle (,lade, Florida Belle Glade is 53.3' black
but has been increasing its white population since 1960, )stly

through anne \ation 1 et the tits ref uses to annes, Okeechobee
lousin; Center which is predommarols black A I' armers' Home
;Limmistr won prolect, the Okeechobee Center Iles outside the
city s corporate limits but within the Greater Belle Glade Plan-
nm.: Area Under Florida law, this area is reserved for Belle Glade

and ,annot be Innexed bs another municipaiitY
\ number ot (enter residents have repeatedly petitioned for

arm(' .ation ot the protect In 1973, they were told the coy Com-
m' ,slon ' consider annexation if the request were made bs
the Belk (,lade Housing Authorits , the property owner Since

the Housing Author refuses to act, some community workers
belk se the nem step is litigation However, there is a sense ot
frustration among the Okeechobee reside its, and a few admit
they are tearful of signing a petition or suing for anne \anon

The need or nest state standards and procedures to counter
discriminatory boundary change, is oby loos, Lqualiy important is
the need ,Melop mechanisms for identity ing and analysing the
impact ot a boundars change and devising legal strategies to com-
bat practices that produce discrimination of various kinds, not
the letst of which Is the denial ot public services

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION,
SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

balk! 11t111, of 111t AC1 1, 1 (1011(1(111(111's 'south ft sus Print( 1, is

110,kt/hi to st cur, or.i)/h sttiitet /o/ abenit /1(111 a 1111111(111 pt'Oph,
1110s11t kr( an 1111<M rest /snit 01 S111(111, WW1< 1111111Teilet1

ori11,1,11)111c's 111 111(' bnter Ltdontas

,littioutit, theft <lit ill the drei 3') /t/Lo/p()/(itt'd tuts'!/'. 11)17( S111-

1,11111t.111141 <i r donid,l, /6 its/ /o tin, rn (5, hid) iwthorities
um! tout Iowa,. (/lit untictits, twit the Lolornas hut(' 1111 ronnion
stater it till, um/ ht ndt, S( it t'/ St Stems, drainatie st stems (ll" (111).

Residents tit cril(rnias (At staid 111 )5 -0111( dl (1111111S 110111

111e11(1s nl ft'fit/l 0'1 1 ht'l Like 11 101111 orkiuttoti cutiuls
(flied %tali titS otquilisto0 of, it Met ,titt iillord it, shot clrlll
sttullint t its to it it Who tit1111ti,th,1 (Ind ertum to be !mot
Jesus Width 11( partintot Nt,ttiqn './jolt the results /o this part
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Hull's report to the Conh teme fuc used on letjul mthuhres of
the South Jesus Protec t.

Many thousands of Mcmcan-Americar, farm laborers living in
the southern tip of Texas arc wholly deprived of a safe water
supply, sanitary sewer systems, drainage, solid waste disposal
systems, paved streets, and similar municipal services. Services are
denied these people bei_uuse they bye n1 rural, unincorporated
subtlnislons known in Spann -h as colonws. )mas have mush-
roomed in the Lower Rio Grande Valley during the last 15 years,
created by the matching of land developers' greed with the farm
workers' need for cheap shelter during the winter months when
they are not migrating. More than 85 such subdivisions have been
formed in Cameron and Hidalgo Counties within the last two
decades.

Efforts to alleviate the municipal services plight of the c,Vonias
have been sporadic and largely unsuccessful. (See Fred Powledge's
"Getting a Handle on the Drinking Water Problem," New South,
Vol. 28, No. 4, Fall, 1973 ) Numerous agencies and governmental
units have authority to deal with the municipal services problems
of the co/otrrus, none have volunteered to exercise that authority.
A variety of water districts, regional water and pollution authori-
ties, incorporated cities, and private membership water supply
corporations could provide all or pot of the services needed but
have largely failed or refused to act.

According to those who are closest to the water and sewer
problems in the co /anus, the most appropriate political entities
to serve the communities are the water control and improvement
districts (WCIDs) that bIanket the valley. Like the Central Valley
in California, the rich agricultural economy in this semi-arid
region relies upon irrigation. The irrigation system is administered
by some 16 WCIDs that lift the water from the Rio Grande and
allocate it to the agricultural interests holding "water rights."

The WCIDs have broad powers to deal with virtually any as-
pect of the state's water resources: municipal and domestic water
supply, sanitary sewer systems, industrial yvats_suppfri-itrigation,
production of hydroelectric power, dic,ition, conservation,
forestry, drainage and recreation. i water district is governed
by a five-man board of directors elected by the residents. The
hoard has the exclusive power to determine what activities will be
engaged in by the district.

Unlike the situation in other parts of Texas, the valley's water
districts have applied their resources exclusively to irrigation pro-
tects. The WCID has been the private tool of Anglq farmers, but
the Anglus' dominant position has become precarious in recent
years In most of the districts, the Chicano farm workers living in
to/omus now outnumber the Anglo growers by ratios of nearly
four to one. In the past, most water district elections were uncon-
tested affairs in which only 20 or 30 votes might be cast. In short,
the district.; looked ripe for a Chicano takeover.

I lowever, the districts are not controlled by political neo-
phytes. In 1971, seeing the proverbial handwriting on the wall,
the valley WCIDs authored a statute that slipped through the
1 exas Legislature without opposition. The statute, Vernon's Ann.
lex. Stat , Art. 8280-3.2, permits WCID boards to exclude
"urban property" (i.e., colotua.$) from the d trios by merely
holding a hearing for that purpose. The only requirement is con-
structive notice by posting and publication to inform co /only
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residents of the exclusion hearing \t the hearing. the board de
terrnmes whether tne property meets the definition of "urban'
and whether it would be in the best interests of the district and of
the property in mir'stion to exclude it Needless to 1,1% the I .

er-directors do not have to struggle to read) a decision to exclude
the colonial, whose residents present potential political dithcad
ties and a possible drain on public resources

The exclusion hearings were such a well-kept secret that it was
not until a year after the first round of exclusions that the
o/orricrs' representatiyes diicoteted whil: had happened. When

requests were made of the districts to consider the colonies'
municipal services problems, the WCIDs pointed to the exclusion
resolutions Suit was filed to challenge the constitutionality of
the exclusion process and its enabling statute

hmener v, ihdahio ( ountv Water /inprinCMCIJI District V) 2,
No 73-3557 (5th (it 1974), was filed on December 16, 1972, by
the Artier ican Civil Liberties Union Foundation-South Texas Pro-
Iect, in an effort to have the colonies returned to Me WCIDs
before the January. 1973 elections for hoard directors The suit
challenges the tailor( to provide adequate notice of the exclusion
hearing on due process grounds. The co/ulnas residents seek to
have the federal courts determine whether the notice afforded
them was reasonably calculated to apprisc them of a proceeding
in which their legally protected interests were in jeopardy.
Mullane v. Centrul Hanover Bunk cc Trust Co., 339 U.S. 346
(1950), Schroeder e, Crtt of York,, 371 U S 208 (1962).
The district court dismissed the challenge to the constitutionality
oi the exclusion statute without convening a three-judge court,
contending that the constitutional claim vs "insubstantial."
Jimenez was appealed to the Fifth Circuit, together with a com-
panion case seeking to have two Chicano candidates' names
placed on the ballot for district director Fonseca t. //ida/rjo

County No, 2, No 73.3S56 (5th Cir. 1974).
The 11171C17el case presents several difticuit questions regarding

the application of the due process clause to the exclusion pro-
ceedings, First of all, there is some question of whether the plain-
tiffs' claims present a justiciable question. Hunter v. City of Pith-
burgh, 207 U.S 161 (1907), is frequently cited to argue that
states are absolutely free, unfettered by the confines of the Four-

teenth Amendment, to deal with political subdivisons as they
will. The sweeping language of the Hunter opinion, which sun
ports such a view, was restricted to some extent by the court in
Goinillton v Lightfoot, 364 U.S 339 (1960). But there are a vast
number of decisions in both federal and state courts rejecting
equal protection attacks on annexation procedures;e.q., Adams r.

City of Colon/do Springs, 308 F. Supp. 1397 (D. Colo. 1970),
aff'd 339 U.S. 901 (1970). The co/onias residents are arguing
that there is a fundamental difference between exclusion, with it
loss of voting rights, and annexation, with its creanim of voting
rights A second question is whether the exclusion hearing is suffi-
ciently adtudicatory in rvture to invoke clue process protections
The plaintiffs are arguing that the board was sitting in a quasi-
judicial capacity when deciding whether or not to exclude each
co /amid and its residents from the rerritory"of the water district

the third question presented is whether the co/onias were de
paved of a legally protected interest when they wen: excluded
I he interest advanced by the residents is primarily the right to
vote in order to obtain a sate water supply and niter municipal
services. Plaintiffs are arguing that they were "fenced out" of the
electorate because of fears that domestic users would skim con-
trol of the district from agricultural users. C/ C(//7/0(//o// i', Rash,
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ihU U S s9 (1964)
I In.dls, the coot mush chli. I Mink the constructive

nonce provided complies with due 44,ces, staddards Under

Uri/hiri, arid ..`xhirreder, the notice de Ili. does riot
Oral arguments were conducted bets re the ( owl of Appeals

New Orleans on April 22, 1974 1 hi L,otral issue before the
cowl was the necessity of a three lodge court, is measured by

the standard of Goosb( t Osu I, 109 U 512 (1973) APpollants
argueu that their claims regarding the constitutionality of the

statute arc' not "wholly without nu'i "obviously frivolous," or
foreclosed by prior decisions of the Sonic in.: Court, and therefore
the case should have been heard by a district court of three
judges. On June 17, 1974, the Fifth (molt ruled for the

and remanded both hoiche/ and Fonseca to the district
court for three-judge treatment. /inicticr v. Ihdulyo County

/.D, No. 2, 496 F. 2d 113 (501 Cir 197 I), Fonseca v Hidalgo
Counts IELD. No. 2, 496 1. 2d 109 (5th Or 1971)

Litigation against special purpose units of local government
has been complicated of late by the Supreme Court's decisions in
Salt cr Lund Co. I% Tulare Miter Dist., 35 L Ed 2d 659 (1973)
and Associated Enterptoo, Int DV/cc Watershed improve-
mcnt Dist., 35 L.Ed. 24 675 (1973). I he _Salyer and Toltec com-
panion decisions have apparently drawn the outer limits of the
Warren Court's series of decisions extending strict scrutiny of
voting rights standards to local units of government, such as
junior college districts, municipalities, and county commissioners
courts, The Supreme Court refused to apply the strict scrutiny
standard to irrigation districts in Califorma and Wyoming, holding
that if a special purpose unit of govermnent has a disproportion-
ate effect upon a discernible class (e y., landowners in an irrigation
district), and the district does not exercise "normal governmental
powers," then denial of voting rights to those not falling within
the ,.referred class need only be justified by a showing that the
classification is rationally related to the achievement of any legiti-
mate state objective. The colonies residents in Jimenez and
rthiSecti contend that Texas WCIDs exercise such broad powers
that no one group, such as landowners on farmers, is dispropor-
nonattly affected

Success in this lengthy litigation will allow political access to
the governmental unit that, in many respcyts, is the foundation of
the volley's agricultural economy. Political access will not be
quietly surrendered. But the stakes are even higher for a family
whose children are dunking polluted water from an irrigation
canal

INFORMAL PRESENTATIONS

SOUTHERN REGIONAL COUNCIL (SRC)

the SRC's Southern Governmental Monitoring Protect, ac-
cording to its director, Joe om Lasley, , Is not involved in

but does hope to provide the factual basis for equahration
suits Its investigations are aimed at discovering the impact of
federal categorical grant programs and revenue sharing grants at
the local level, particularly as they relate to seryices for minotines
and the pro)].

While the pforeLes permanent staff is engaged in studies of
I 1

southern state governmentst task force of 40 interns (all

law students) surveyed conditions in small( r politic al subdrvisions
cities, counties, townships during the stlininel of 1974 the
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Maj Ot a,,,,011114.11i ut ilk task fore'. was to aecumulate data to he
used in 197b, when Congress reconsiders the revenue sharing leg-

ol Itow. ii, tilt Easley assured the Conic roux, One thing
;11 , d ,s working with community or-gam/mums to
see what the possibilities me for 2quahration suits straight
-Shalt suits, IL MIL ',ha Hy LlillithiatiOil suits and 10,121111e sharing
eeitial rights suits

1 he interns' :nous eonducting interviews and digging out
the fats at the local level represent the first step in the pro-
jeet's effort to examine the impact of governmental decentraliza-
tion in the target states, with special emphasis on the effect of the
New Federalism on low and moderate income citizens Most of
the interns were law or graduate students and most were south-
erners or students at schools in the region.

For ten weeks they examined general revenue sharing, man-
power, special revenue sharing, the new Supplemental Security
Intone (SS!) program, mass trarbit, the food stamp progr.,
housing (especially mobile homes and the impact of the housing
subsidy moratonum)ind health programs. They also document-
ed denial of access to the agencies they studied and to the infor-
manon they needed. Finally , they profiled citizen group activity
or inactivity in each of the -10 locations, so the project will he
better able to identify groups that Lan use its technical assistance
in Fume ipating in local government.

GREATER BIRMINGHAM MINISTRIES (GBM)

With a want from Trinity Parish, Greater Birmingham (Alaba-
ma) Ministries initiated a program in law reform. Ina Leonard,
who heads the project, reported to the Conference on efforts to
encourage or compel the Birmingham Water Works Board to sup
ply water to families within the city and surrounding Jefferson
County who now leek such service. GBM had estimated that as
many as 5 of the residents in the area served by the Water
Works Board (some 30,000 persons) were n need of a dependable
supply of potable water Some had no water at all, others tapped
then neighbors' lines or had their own wells (half of which sample
testing has indleated ,s unsau side tory ).

1 he Water Works Board is a quasi-public body, whose
membeis are appointed by the c i t y government I t ostensibly
functions as a public utility within the city and as a private,
profit-nuking venture outside it. However, while extending
service to new suburban developments, it -efused to provide
water to several parts of the city where residents are black and
poor and often unable to pay the assessments for initiating serv-
ice. Litigation was contemplated to establish, through the courts,
the Board's obligation to serve all homes within the city.

this proved to be unnecessary, once the GBM project began
generating pressure and publicity . Although Birmingham's City
Cowie!' had previously insisted it could not direct the Water
Works Braid to extend service, the Council now supports GBM's
demands. A plan was eventually negotiated under which the
Board agreed to lay mains at no cost to the resid' its as long as a
majority of homeowners on a serviced street paid a tapping fee or
was prepared to tie into the main. This represented a eunsiderable
eoneession on the part of the I3ottid

Ilowevei, the Board I ertlawS committed to maximizing profits
in its actions outside the city, although there is a real need fur
potable water in many poorer and unincorporated .parts of
/Oft rson County 11.. li,tint) is willing to apply some of its
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revenue sharing funds to offset the Lusts of extending service to
these areas. In an attempt to influcnee the Board, GBM has joined
with other groups contemplating a suit ehallenging the Board's
right to serve areas bey ond Jefferson County by alleging en-
dangerment of the loud water supply. The goal of this litigation is
to extract a commitment from the Board to lust provide service
throughout Jefferson County. As a result of this pressure, the
Birmingham City Council is currently considering its own legal
action against its agent, the Water Works Board.

ALLISON W. BROWN, J R.

An attorney in Alexandria, Virginia, who has handled several
signifi- at civil rights cases, Mr. Brown brought an equalization
suit (Fairfax County Wide Cituens Association v. County of
FairfaA, Virginia, C.A. 336-71-A, E.D. Va ) against Fairfax Coun-
ty, the Virginia State Highway Commission, and the Town of
Herndon. This is the only such suit brought to date in a court in
the Fourth Circuit.

Fairfax County has a population of 455,000 of whom about
3.5% are black. Most white residents live in new subdivisions built
since World War II, while most blacks live in small neighborhood
enclaves, which were once rural but which are now surrounded by
the new subdivisions. Though all community facilities were sur-
veyed, the principal disparity between black arid white
neighborhoods was the lack of paved streets in the former. Using
U.S. census breakdowns, the plaintiffs demonstrated that 61% of
the coi.nty 's black residents lived on unpaved streets and that
only about 0.6% of the white residents were similarly situated.
Exhibits were prepared based on field surveys and relying ex-
tensively on photographs to demonstrate the substandard char-
acteristics of streets in black neighborhoods.

The State Highway Commission was joined as a defendant,
because under state statute all roads located in the county are
part of either the state primary or secondary road system and are
controlled and maintained by the state. However, most roads in
the black neighborhoods have never been taken into the state
system because they did not meet minimum standards. One of
the obje is of the lawsuit was to compel either the state or coun-
ty to t..c responsibility for the upgrading and continued main-
tenance of such roads.

District Judge Albert V. Bryan, Jr, in an unpublished opinion
dated December 2, 1971, denied defendants' motions to dismiss,
relying on Hawkins v. Town of Shaw. Just before trial, however,
the case was settled when the defendants agreed to spend some
$1.5 million to upgrade and pave 89 streets and make certain
other improvements in black neighborhoods. In assessing his ef-
fort in this case, Mr. Brown believes that it, as well as some others
that have been brought since the Shaw decision, illustrate how
responsible public officials are likely to agree to settle out of
cow t, once the facts have been marshalled and a lawsuit is threat-
ened or filed, thus obtaining the remedy sought by the plaintiffs
without the expense of a full trial.

, But he notes that even after such a case is settled, the attorney
;las a continuing responsibility to see that full compliance is ef-
fectuated. For example, the defendants in the Fairfax County
case have three years in which to do all the work necessary to
comply with the settlement agreement. The postscttlement stage
of the proceeding, when the improvements are being carried out,
may be as time-consuming for the attorney as the presettlement



stage. The task entails monitoring tile work that is done to see
that it meets acceptable standards, acting as intermediary be-
tween leaders in the black neighborhoods and public v orks' offi-
cials, and enlisting the aid of engineers and other experts as the
need arises to help work out problems, In a remote locale this
follow-up would entail travelling and considerable expense. On
the other hand, it might be possible to utilize the services of a
local lawyer or other expert at that stage.

ROBERT LEIRER. JUSTICE

An Indiana attorney, acting for the Indiana Civil Liberties
Union, Mr. Justice has brought suit against the town of Clarksville
and two privately owned utility companies in what he calls "a
Shaw type case with a kicker." To secure gas and water service
for an unserved black subdivision of the town, Justice is seeking
to establish a duty on the part of the private utilities to extend
service for reasonable deposit fees and a duty on the part of the
town to compel the utilities to so extend their services. Plaintiffs
also ask an extension of city sewers by the town.

Justice's case, VUA ter v. Town of Clarksville, Ind.:eta,. (S.E.
Ind., New Albany Division-NA 73.6-26) raises a number of novel
issues that could be significant wherever public services are pro-
vided in a similar fashion. Plaintiffs allege that, as part of its
general welfare obligations, the town has a duty to provide its
citizens with the opportunity to obtain municipal services. Be-
cause the town has allowed the utilities to perform these services

on its behalf (and because of extensive state regulation and con-
trol of the utilities), the privately owned companies are subject to
the same constitutional standards as the governmental entity
would be. According to the plaintiffs, the companies and the
town have totally deprived the black subdivision of services which
the other white areas of the town receive, and this constitutes a
denial of both equal protection and due process. The due process
argument is based on a representation that gas service and water

service are t iititlements running to the plaintiffs.
Although several of the legal theories advanced in Vaster v.

Town of Clarksville are novel and may not prevail, the detailed
documentation of the service denial and the publicity this has
generated make settlement of the case likely.
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The Educational Parallel

/ fh, Ji ltif ,tu1+itIrrniftJ,i,4J / /tv)4,,t 'tit // i ti titl
tastl,.,t1 both to ill, J111)1),

Sell It es and to soh f,) '11, is a ft tdt, It slratcn
tort) ti', f ,', '+ilt ',La(

lit ir those inn, accd to t,ializ.ition sluts
_Sim,. most .ch,ols art linaloci.1 tit,fritil tUt

tuxes and tarhivh, Imatt,1 hl tilt ; too rA Li/0i (it /dad;
ts, tilt , .tin Jtruri tit n rids, In /aro_ 01,,A1111, upon

tilt t in itnttn It I lit t,l-Nt stilt% to t 11,11It INC

this sitionion vccire fused on !ht (gnat protec tion guarantee of the
Fowl( t nth 1 Pi7t,'"k1 ,', t ,n,1 v J that ,diccutional Immo

should ht Jt t( ti t J, , JL it 11 t Jt Mtn ftitit) tilt ic
J, thci. itJ tii Jryunl(Jit,

tilt '1tat/J/4i ," rattor than u,scrtiria am par
titular iv ,t, for ,listril,,,tai4 cdo,,thicital lands nit "meal rho-
batty tlhort that school finances could not
cic pc nid (iron ,,tit' flit l,,tJl ant /tit "Tilt qua', ft
of pub/,L tda,ati. rr,_ ht a function o' Itcalth, other than
tilt ti; said flit authors ot
nctitrality" (P'a'ts ,' 0- / ( 1Llhatn 11 ClIllit III, and
.Stephen .S(Itiutt'1,1,1)

But tor flit , uric, of 1, o I itiutralit to lir( a t,At tirst
had to ht mad, Lf/It/uffit //tat in ft it it Aural; of
inclusion cinch r tilt t,fti ltt )1, 1,, _SU, II it t tiSc It Js

argued in Serrano v Priest, ; ;It'd in California state' court In 196,5.
Three sears later, tri &mai,/ a Illoll0t7 to dismiss, the California
Supt, nit Coart darted thy echo it ton Vt tunilarnental interest
and th it, it tilt lJt ft ill 'err ino sten. (is alleged, the right to
education had been intrithicd Ili) our t declared that the state's
methods ol ttnancing education "onartobly discriminates against
the poor h, taint It tntlf'eS the (Wall t1. ()I cr t 1111(.1%, t',111alti011 the

fun( bon of the wealth of Ins parents and neighbors "Remanded
to the trial court, Serrano way decided curly in 197.1 Olen the
state's school finance st stern vcas found to violate California's
'Constitution In the it ukt of Serrano, more than 30 similar suits
were bled in stub: and bderal «turfs.

Doi door Serrano had opt SlattltlIC(1 shill hi' Rodri-
guez In Rodriguez v San Antonio Independent School District,
arguments with the satin theoretic al but as Serrano convinced
the tederat if/yin( t 'tuft to de( lure tin I etas school finance
system utr«)nytitatintial But, in 1973, the I, _S Supreme Court
reversed the Rodriguez decision, declaring that education is not a
f inclamntal interest tinder the 1' S Constitution and flint "social
importance is riot the critical dc termrvant for subitc Prig state
legislation to strict +crtititiv In addition, thy court held that
Texas had not moiled out poor familos tor discriminatory treat
meat.

Oricc th«inat had t latiniatcd &dictation
right and ,li fc rmin( ,I that art anlaII tot classification bast," upon
1)01t7h, did not t alai, :t nttdtii tails. to Lit /at if (Ilea' 1,i.tA

rational basis to/ Wit edit«Illtlthil (11(rt1),111(1( s.
iJrniff,dil nnutfont to "dipl) too rigorous a standard of

scrutua Icst all local list id it lit flits ht t Writ file t of t
tICISM lif kit I tilt 1. /'tuft ," tilt court found tl Jt
Texas Ilat protuling adc,iatitt t thit tit/(11/ for hildrel) in all ifs
schools t1,-, ft Pamir At rt 110(i' I Ill court
held that '5clicr, tcultli is Int oh( (/ lilt I iota l'rofe(tioli Clause
does riot require absolute equillitu or precisely equal advcip boles

ilthough tlore mat wth he grounds for a (11,111tthie to qate
:chit allothil finoNt t /AIM ,/fttit / prof(( titili 41/klf(Ifitt't
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th, I, th tat c onsti morn, Rodriguez st oillo' v.,. Ill tO have eftective-
Ii /sect that route for the present. It school Moltke challenges
are to N mounted now a more appropriate busts von& seem to
tic state cothtatthorial or statutoi) prousions

Robinson successtully emplojed such means to re-
quire a moat national no thod of school financing m New Jersey.
In uttomtv associated rtlth the Robinson case, Paul Tractenbery

of Ne,carl, 's Lthiculwri Lail Center, Inc addressed the Conference
Jurmy its first c/a) On "The Lessons of School Finance Equaliza-
tion,"

During the past sever.,) years, school finance equalization has
often been correctly perceived as a step toward broader public
service equalization. Yet, paradoxically, school finance reform
pt'/ se has 'calved far more attention than the broader equaliza-
tion questions it should trigger. Serrano v. Priest, 5 Cal. 3d 584,
487 P.2d 1241, 96 Cal Rptr. 601 (1971), has received more
extensive treatment in the legal and public policy literature than
//aisl,,os v. Town of Shaw, 461 F.2d 1171 (5th Cir. 1972); only
rare!', have the two been perceived as, closely related cases. See,
c y, Note, "Equalization of Municipal Services. The Economics
of Serrano and Shaw," 82 Yale L.J. 89 (1972).

The nexus is there, however, in law and in public policy. An
effort to rationalize and extend the public service equalization
movement must learn well the lessons of the school finance equal-
ization movement.

Lesson 1. The first lession is amomatic pick your cases well;
know the facts thoroughly before you begin to proceed; be sure
the facts support in the strongest possible way your legal theories;
proceed in an incremental fashion so that the courts are presented
initially with manageable fact situations and legal issues rather
than with the most global and revolutionary of cases.

The case of San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodri-
guez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973), perhaps the most notable failure of the
school finance equalization movement, is the text from which
this lesson of case selection is drawn. There, without sLfficient
preparation and forethought, the federal equal protection chal-
lenge to a school finance law came before the United States Su-
preme Court.

The Texas statute in question and the state allocation of fiscal
responsibility under it were hardly among the worst in the coun-
try The statute specified the indicia of a basic educational pro-
gram which had to be provided from state funding, and the state's
share of total educational costs was more than 50%. By compari-
son, in New Jersey there had been no such specification, and the
state's share has ranged between 25 and 28%. The Supreme Court
would presumably have found it more difficult to dispose of a
situation like New Jersey's, at least on the theories it articulated.

Even beyond that, however, critics of Rodrigues have argued
that a case like Lau v. Nichols, 94 S. Ct. 786 (1974), rather than
Rotingo,7, should have been presented first to the Supreme
Court. In Lau the plaintiffs challenged the failure of the San
I rancisco School District to provide a meaningful educational
program for most Chinese students who had limited English lan-
guage facility, The Supreme Court held for the plaintiffs, but on
the basis of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act and not the equal
proteetion clause, perhaps because Rodriquez had already caused
the Court to rule that education was not a "fundamental right."

Lesson 11. A second lesson is to be wary of requesting very
detailed relief from the worts. [specially in areas involving ex-
penditure of public funds and Intel relationships among branches
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Of goyerriment, the collits ant eineondortahle Ultr ll eilrig then,-
selyes into programmatic details the specter of the court as so
peradminstr ince i.),eriey ur soperlegislature haunts fudges. I his
rs not irts 1.,Itn, ,ethic them
seises in detailed otervention .t that seems the only means of
vindicating constitutional or eyen statutory rights as they have
clone ultimately in yeas such as school desegregation and legisla
tine reapportionment), it is to uggest that such intervention usu-
ally takes place only titer there is substantial evidence of unw(1-
ingness or inability if goyernmeltal defendants to implemert a
legally sufficient program

The school finance cases support this lesson, too In the late
1960's, two challenges to typical school finance statutes failed
because they were not "judicially manageable Mchftny
Shipi,o, 293 F Supp 327 (N D. III 1968), art mem. sub tram
IhInms S 322 (1969), Bunuss v. Wilkerson.
310 I . Stipp 572 Va 1969), affa mere., 397 U S. 44
11970) 1 hat meant the "educational needs" standard argued for
by the plaintiffs would have required the courts, in assessing the
statutes and in orelermg remedies, to make judgments about the
appropriateness of educational programs and aboe:t the nexus be-
tween cost and program duality.

The school finance movement of the 1970'; was predicated on
a theory "fiscal neutrality" which sKed the courts to rule
only that school tin ince statutes could riot be tied to local wealth
The equal protection eases from Serrano forward have sought
that as the primary remedy In cases which ultimately were de-
cided on other thomes, such as Robinson I Canes "thorough
and effluent" educ rtion requirement and Lau . Title VI "nondis-
crimination," plaintiffs similarly did not seek elaborate remedies.
Instead, they tended merely to ask the court to declare defend-
ants' legislative of administrative actions unlawful and to require
defendants henceforth to act ni cunfurrnity citli constitutional or
statutoR provisions In cases such as Robrtiyon and Lau this tae
tie has kit the defendants with substantial discretion in designing
their response, a 'act which has led to some criticism of the
approach But it has also contributed to favorable judicial prie
edents which can be built upon

Lesson III Judicial activity should nor preclude ongoing activi-
ty in other spheres, such as legislative reform and public educa-
tion Rothiquei, for all its depressing effects 0,, school fi-
nance equalization movement, did not end the movement. In
tact, legislative actlYity has been accelerating This may be ex-
plained by the fact that reformers have been able to convince the
public and many legislators that existing inequities are unfair and
inconsistent with the basic tenets ()I public. ethic won

Lesson IV. Resort to the Rele,a1 cow', should he carefully
considered. Inereasingly, the willingness of those courts to strike
doA.11 state or local iovunnient action ni the areal of social wel
fare is being brought into sharp question Io Rodihytici thc Su
picnic C ,art showed why. Acknowledging the inequities under
likas. school finance statute., the Court 110.e -1Ficli'6 flrl ll rrl d to

Icave the matter to ,taste eorrective akAitin, Que_stioriy of federal
Ism Ioorned large ii OIL anal .,is states should be Icft
tics to di yl'A 1[1(11 )V.I1 ,Ult./ill/11s and the ft dl1,11 ;tllowy should
not impose .t national solution

Yet the federal courts should not be ruled out entirely. /en,
suggests that a case based oil a federal statutory their, y may still
be sikeisstril Moreover, a ease Io.oly tog racial dist 111111thitlull 111
the provisi,ip of public service, almost certainly pit sail ! in-
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ally, plaintiffs who Lan prose absolute deprisation will find a
ccepti.,e jlidiLlar. (In Rekitierdez tilt Supreme Court noted that
it plaintiffs had reeeived no education, ay opposed to one which
cost le s they might hose prevailed 1

Lesson V. More attention shot ld be given to state courts but it
should riot automatically be assumed that they will be more re-
ceptive than the federal courts. At one point state courts in Cali-
fornia, New Jersey, Michigan, Arizona, Kansas and Idaho had
struck down school finance statutes on federal grounds, state
grounds or a combination of the two Cases were pending in a
number of other state courts. A trend could then be said to be
building However, more recently the Supreme Court of Arizona
reversed the lower court in v Sbottstall, 515 P.2d 590
(Ariz 1973), the Supreme Court of Michigan vacated its own
decision in Milliken v. Green, 212 N. W. 2d 711 (Mich. 1973),
and a Kansas state court ruled that a new statute eliminated the
constitutional problems in Ca/dwell vi(arisas, No. 50616 (Dist.
Ct. Kan. July 5, 1973), Serrano in California and Thompson v.
Lngelking, Civil No. 47055 (Dist. Ct., Ada Co., Idaho, Nov. 16,
1973), in Idaho are likely to be appealed to higher state courts.
Thus, only Robinson v. Cal-ill in New Jersey represents a defini-
tive ruling by a state's highest court that a school finance statute
is unconstitutional. The New Jersey courts (as well as the Cali-
fornia courts) have for some time had the reputation of being
able, independent, and willing to take new judicial directions. It
may not, therefore, be safe to generalize too greatly based on
Robinson. Nonetheless, the p.osture of the United States Supreme
Court may put considerable pressure on state judiciaries to be-
come more active in providing state solutions for state problems,
especially in the social welfare domain.

Lesson VI, Statc constitutional and statutory theories for at-
tacking disparities in public services should he systematically and
carefully explored. School finance equalization litigation has usu-
ally been based in part or in whole un a variety of state consti-
tutional provisions equal protection, tax uniformity, education.
Others, such as substantive due process, genera! health and wel-
fareind the prohibition against private, special or local legis-
lation also might have been utilized. The judicial approach has
differed from state to state. In most, equal protection has figured
prominently in the decision. But in New Jersey, the Supreme
Court rejected the lower court's equal protection approach and
decided the Robinson case solely on the basis of the education
clause

The New Jersey Supreme Court refused to decide Robinson on
the state equal protection clause because to do so, in its judg-
ment, would implicate the whole system of delegating fiscal
audio, ity to local units Jf government [he Court saw no way to

Letively limit a holding to education. All other impoi taut pub-
lic set vices pollee, fire, sanitation, welfare, housing would
eventually be brought within the same judicial ambit. (Other
courts, state and federal, have found it possible to distinguish
education from other public services because (1) most state con-
,titutions explicitly guarantee education, (2) education is basic to
the exercise of other constitutional rights, and (3) education has

been rudiecally recognized as the most important public serv-
ice )

It is important to note, however, that even given the enormous
impheations it foresaw if equal protection were applied to public
services, the court was not prepared to eliminate that possibility
in a proper ease. ilk court even suggested that, "apart from the
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equal protection guarantee, there Inlay beJ an implicit premise in
the concept of local government that the State may not distribute
its tiseal responsibility through that vehicle i f substantial inequali-
Iv w i l l esuit Rob/me '? : cuirril, 62 N. I 473, ;00 (1973) And
the court stated that such inequality 1114 exist

It may well be that at one time there was a rough correlation
between the needs of an area and the local resources to meet
them so that there was no conspicuous unfairness in assigning
State obligations to the local units of government. Surely that
is not true today in our State Problems arc now mobile. They
have settled intensively in limited areas. Statewide there is no
correlation between the local tax base and the number of
pupils to be educated, or the number of the poor to be housed
and clothed and fed, or the incidence of crime and juvenile
delinotiency, or the cost of police or fire protection, or the
demands of the tudiLial process. Problems which arc in no
sense local in origin have become the special burden of those
who cannot find a haven elsewhere.

62 N J. at 500-01, 303 A.2d at 287.

The court seemed almost to be referring to a pending state
court case, Bonnet! v. New Jersey, Civil No. L3865-72 (N.).
Super., Law Div., filed Oct. 11, 1972), in its remarks. In Bonnett,
the plointiffs argued that the State was violating state and federal
equal protection clauses by imposing a major part of the costs of
"state mandated services" (welfare, the courts, and other agencies
which are involved in the administration of iustice) upon tax
payers of the county in which those services happened to be

provided even though. (1) the provision of the services was man-
dated by the State, (2) virtually all the decisional power regarding
the services was vested in a state or federal agency.

Thus far the New Jersey state wilts, despite Rodriguez and
despite the refusal of the New Jersey Suprern; Court to decide
Robinson on equal protection grounds, have refused to dismiss
the complaint in Bonnett. They have ruled that a substantial
question exists regarding whether then; is a "reasonable or ration-
al justification for the New Jersey system of providing welfare
assistance and the Judiciary, as required by the equal protection
clause. The court noted that plaintiffs had the burden of estab-
lishing that the system of funding state-mandated services is "un-
just and results in illegal discrimination." Bonnett 1,. New Jersey,
Civil No. A2212.72, at 6 (N.J. App. Div., filed Jan. 9, 1974). In
the court's judgment, however, defendants had failed to demon-
strate that such a showing was impossible or that "as a matter of
law . . . there is a reasonable and fair justification for the alleged
inequities and discrimination." it 7. Accordingly, the court
was "satisfied that plaintiffs I ha,. , presented questions of such a
serious and substantial nature as to require development at a
plenary trial." Id.

The plenary trial will take place shortly. The state court's
subsequent decision in Bonnet will begin to provide important
insights about how far state courts might be willing to extend
State equal protection doctrine. An extension to state-mandated
Services need not mark the limit. In Robinson, the New Jersey
Supreme Court lent some support to ultimate extension to the
entire range of governmental services delivered or funded by local
government. It stated that "ultimately all services characterized as
'governmental' (rather than 'corporate') are furnished pursuant to
the obligation of the State, the municipal corporation being the
State's agency or arm to render the service on its behalf." 62 N J.
at 496, 303 A.2d at 285.

But even assuming such extension of the equal protection
clause, the issue remains what must be equalized. Is it tax burden
or is it the service provided? If the latter, is equality measured by
"input" or "output?"

In most of the recent school finance cases, "fiscal neutrality"
has been the dominant equal protection theory. In its pure sense,
the theory would equalize tax resources so that every governmen-
tal unit which taxed itself at the same rate would be guaranteed
the same amount of tax revenue. It would not equalize education-
al services because school districts could elect to tax themselves at
different rates. However, many courts have engrafted on the
theory an equalization of inputs requirements.

A case like Bonnett looks even more clearly to equalization of
tax burden. There was no complaint at all that the services in
question were unequal or inadequate. In Robinson, on the other
hand, the court converted the education clause into a kind of
equal protection clause for children and focused on dollar inputs
as the only viable criterion before it for measuring whether equal-
ity of educational opportunity was being afforded. The court
also suggested the pertinence of outputs, or educational perform-
ance, to the constitutional mandate but there is no basis for
believing that unequal outputs alone, would be a violation.

The input-output dichotomy is likely to be germane to other
public service equalization as well. The issue has already come up
directly. In Beal v. Lindsay, 468 F.2d 287 (2d Cir. 1972), involv-
ing alleged discrimination in the maintenance of a public park,
the court ruled that input rather than output was the proper
equality measure. So long as New York City invested at least
equai dollars, personnel and other inputs in the park located in a
predominantly black and Spanish section of the city, the equal
protection clause was satisfied. Tnis was so, even though that
particular park might in fact be less clean and it a state of repair
inferior to other parks because of greater vandalism. (Further
discussion of judicially manageable standards for measuring equal-
ity in the delivery of various services I; found in the section on
intergovernmental remedies.)

With these lessons in mind, public service equalization efforts
can use the school finance reform experience both as a spring-
board and as an important set of guideposts. Neither deep pessi-
mism nor wild optimism is likely to be justified by this reliance.
But hopefully, some of the more proinising possibilities can be
illuminated. (Additional information on school finance litigation
is available from the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under
Law.)
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Legal Problems and Strategies

A maps concern of the conference was the di velopment tit
strategies for making publie service equalization litigation more
effcetive,

fins discussion was eh ined be Boston attorney Jonathan

Shapiro, author tit the NAACP Legal Deterise Fund's litigation
manual and a participant in the Shay, case. Citing the desire tit
many lawyers involved in equalization litigation to move from
cases based upon racial discrimination to such other grounds as
economic discrimination, Shapiro urged restraint, maintaining
that racial discrimination provides tar broader grounds than ni,n,
yet be realized.

Minority groups throughout the country, he argues, suffer far
worse discrimination, as a class, than do poor people. In addition,
economic discrimination is, in many eases, itself based upon un-
derlying racial discrimination. To demonstrate the racial routs of
economic diseriminution, Mr. Shapiro suggested that an action
might be brought challenging a special assessment situation in a
southern community, "someplace where people don't get paved
streets or some other services because they can't pay for them.
But they can't pay Ind it is very clear they can't pay because for
generations they haven't had the education provided by the city
or the county or been given equal employment opportunities by
the city or the county."

Mr. Shapiro is convinced that this kind of situation exists in
many areas where a combination of similar discriminatory factors
limits the ability of minority groups to purchase services. And it
is in this direction that he would look to expand the scope of the
Shah decision, for the law is far more favorable to cases based
upon race than to those based upon economics. In the context of
disparities resulting from differential treatment of different racial
groups, one can argue convincingly that it is the burden of the
municipality or county to justify that disparity by some compel-
ling or substantial reason. Since, as Mr. Shapiro pointed out, the
problem now is to develop the this ones and find the cases in
equalization litigation, he recommends looking for cases that are
based on race or where racial underpinnings can be found.

Inequitable service delivery systems can also be challenged by
arguing that the method selected by the state for delivering the
services in question not only discriminates among population
groups but is also without rational justification To support this
argument, attorneys would have to demonstrate that the chal-

lenged system is irrational in its effect and that other, less dis-
criminatory alternatives are available to the state.

LARGER CITIES

Applying the principles of Shaw to service inequities in larger
cities has been a major concern of the Legal Defense Fund, ef-
forts towards that end have concentrated on acquiring the re-
sources and the means to research such a project. Constructing a
statistical model so that sampling several areas within a city
would provide sufficient data to statistically establish discrimina-
tion is one proposed approach, while limiting the inquiry to a
specific kind of service is another. (At least one suit has been filed
in a large city. Burner v. Washington, DDC CA 272-71, filed by
black residents of the Anacostia section in Washington, D.C.,
against a number of city officials, has already resulted in signifi-
cant improvements and may be settled.)

But the conference participants were not unanimously enthusi-
astic about the chances of a big city equalization suit succeeding.

Heavy municipal expenditures in nunor&, during the past
few years were cited ("Many seri,lee, ri ht" nrb,ui centers are
pro-poor")ts were the problems raised bs the Bed/ decision in
which equal input (ut LH manpower and I tort) was stiff merit
to frustrate arguments of eke' immation, nut yvithstanumg dis-
parities of Output.

The approach to municipal services in large cities that pro-
voked the. must speculation by the eunterces was the notion of
taking an inter-municipality approach, ,iin-ulat to the strategy tog
lowed in school finance litigation, rather than seeking intra-mum-
cipal disparities. ("One way of looking at the problem in the
Northeast is not to try and find one picket of people in New
York City who get less service than others by input, output or
both but to ask if New York City, is a whole, has services
comparable to the surrounding suburbs.") An inter municipality
argument, however, cannot be made in a purely racial context.

ASSESSMENTS

so many communities finance such services as paving,

me construction of sewers and the laying of water mains by
special assessment (either directly or through private corpora-
tions or utilities), rather than from general revenues, such levies
are a major concern of equalization litigation. The following view
of the problem was included in the paper prepared by the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund.

When a city actually fin:,' ces a particular service such as side-
walks and street paving by assessing the benefitted landowners,
the city can be expected to contend that the disparity results
from the failure of the minority or poor residents to avail
themselves of the special assessment procedure. (For example,
see Citizens for Underwood Equity v. City of Seattle, 492 P.24
1071 Wash. App.) This can change the issue from race to
poverty, where the constitutional test presently appears to be
quite different, for the compelling state interest test has not
been adopted in "wealth" cases.

The question of special assessments is a particularly thorny
one. There are three ways of approaching this question. First,
one can go after disparities in the services provided if varying
qualities are evident (whites get asphalt streets while blacks
only get sealed gravel) or if white areas are maintained at a
higher level. Second, the assessment can be attacked on its
method of application. An example of this would be a recently
enacted special assessment plan put into effect after most serv-
ices and facilities in the white areas have been provided
through public funds that now acts to "freeze in" the past
disparity. Another example would be a situation where special
assessments arc officially in effect but have not been collected
in the past. Finally, there is the direct attack on the whole
assessment scheme, where it is clear that this practice has had
and continues to have a discriminatory impact on the minority
community. This is clearly the most difficult approach to take
because it challenges the underlying rationale of the special
assessment as a means of raising local revenue It is likely to
produce a favorable judicial response only if the service in-
volved is essential to health and well-being, like sanitary sewer-
age or fire protection. There may also be ways of attacking the

use of assessments by pointing out that the minority cornmui
nity contributes to the g "ncral revenue funds, and such funds
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are expended to maintain services and facilities in the white
community but, because of the use of assessments, the minori-
ty Community gets neither the services nor the benefits of its
tax revenues.

Although special assessments have yet to be effectively chal-
lenged in court, a great many cases involving such assessments
have been settled on terms of considerable benefit to the plain-
tiffs. Examples include the Legal Defense Fund's own successful
efforts to secure paved streets for the residents of Sanford, Flori-
da, and Allison Brown's experience in the Fairfax County case. In
addition, several other Conference participants cited instances it
which special assessments were reduced after negotiations or col-
lected over a period of time. It would se: that although special
assessments have not yet been successfully challenged directly,
they are sometimes negotiable, once litigatior, is underway.

STATE REMEDIES

Throughout the discussion of legal remedies, a major theme
was the possibility of c Menges based on state constitutional or
statutory grounds. Som conferees suggested that if the denial of
public services carnot be designated a violation of a.fundamental
interest by the federal courts, then there should be ways to
remedy these inequities through the state courts. State constitu-
tions may have public safety or welfare clauses with sufficiently
'broad and mandatory language; in addition, state statutes fre-
quently mandate police and fire services that are dependent upon
such other services as street lighting, fire hydrants and adequate
water pressure. New state environmental protection laws ("broad
and beautiful," they were called) were also proposed as a possible
vehicle for such actions, as were laws regulating planning and
imposing minimal standards on the recipients of certain state
grants.

During discussion of an inter-municipality approach toequali-
ration of services, it was pointed out that local govel-nment is
creation of the state. If the local government system of providing
public services isn't working equitably, is that not the state's re-
sponsibility' Similarly, it was contended, that since the states can
set standards and mandate requirements for public service (and
they have become increasingly active in this area), do they not
also have the ultimate responsibility for such services? In the light
of these questions, it seemed to many participants that the states
have special responsibilities to residents of areas deprived of serv-
ices by detachment, failure to annex or because of some other
exclusionary practice.

One specific suggestion was the possible use of a constitutional
provision common to most states the prohibition against pri-
vate, special or local legislation in equalization actions. State
statutes that empower local governments to raise revenue for spe-
cific purposes might, well be vulnerable to such an attack/ Since
sonic communities are less able than others to avail themselves of
the statutes' benefits, they are, in effect, special and local.

In general, there was a strong consensus that the strategies
available under state constitutional and statutory provisions had
thus far been largely unexplored by litigants.
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Intergovernmental Remedies

Foccising on the mosciationul comple\ctic.s of locul (town-
mews, lohn l Culluthm, ct senior cmult,)1 tor the -Icitisot
Cottnnissnn Lin IntcntoLt MIN( Rclatcom (1C1R), noted the
prObleMS II74.1111. molt in (I( in order I() debt er
equitable pubh( )ersvceN. The -1CIR has recently complete(' ci
sn,volurtw stuck of local cioLettunent reorqumAttion, and Ilr
Callahan's pcmcr "Intnioternment,11 Remedies for hitt&
turisclk tional Foam. Problems, "was based, in part, on tne rind
my IV( ommenduuorrs of

THE DIMENSIONS OF THE
INTRAJURISDICTIONAL EQUITY QUESTION

Current litigation socking intraiurisdictional service equity may
produts--. new legislative and administrative policies for the dis-
bursement Lit local public services To be successful, however,
litigation needs to he based upon a clear understanding of the
service and iunsdietional eomple \toes of the American federal
system. With better knowledge of the public service delivery pro-
cess and more awareness of the mrisdictional complexities of ur-
ban governmental systems, lawyers will be able to both bring
more forceful litigation to bear and suggest more constructive
legislation to remedy this often IH-defined problem.

It is the contention of this paper that the nature of the service
in question and the mrisdictional setting in which the service
equity question is raised should be the key determinants of both
legislative and tudiela" remedies for the public service equalization
problem. Different equity rules and different legislative remedies
are both desirable and necessary, for different intraturisdictional
service allocation problems

SERVICE EQUITY: SOME CURRENT FINDINGS

Two landmark taus have been decided in this area //oviorfs
Town of Shut, involving a range of mumeipal services, and Ilub-
son v. Ildriscn, dealing with educational services. Both eases found
considerable and purposeful intralocal discrimination in the provi-
sion of public sericcr However, other research has produced
more varied findings Benson and Lund 181,4. for example, found
considerable service variation in the City of Berkeley with human
resource (pro-poor) services being redistributed from rich to poor
neighborhoods while other developmental services were redistri-
buted from poor to rich neighborhoods. Thus, both rich and poor
received some service redistribution. Other studies have found
little evidence of racial discrimination in service provision 11, 4,
131 though other factors such as housing values, population den-
sity, and home ownership (often indirectly related to race) were
found to be significant predictors of mtralocal service variations
111. The data on school distinct resource allocations offer more
concrete evidence of significant intralocal resource discrimina-
tion, though often more related to considerations of class than
race 1111. Finally, data developed by ACI R 115, 17) indicate
that counties often fail to provide services throughout all of their
lurisdiction although they finance these same services from coun-
tywide revenues.

Taken together, these findings suggest that considerable varia-
tions in service allocations exist within municipalities, school dis-
trictsind counties. All three types of Jurisdictions have actual or

Retuclite,, I,n thin p,iini will tic found at the end Lit the dtapter.
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potential service equity problems What remains to be learned is
how severe of complex each problem is, how arnenaba it is to
Judicial review, incl how stht.cpubIL it is to ri,-,oltition ii some
torni of legislative remedy

THE FIRST DIMENSION OF THE EQUITY
PROBLEM: THE SERVICE IN QUESTION

The first step is to examine the service in question and define
an appropriate standard of equalization On common sense
grounds, it appe,.s that different services should be distributed
within a kirisdiction Lording to different pranopks. Where the
outcome of a see /ice dell.ory process can be easily measured, as it
can in many hardwaic o' 7'''otcal development services, similarly
situated areas should re Live appro,:mately equivalent services.
Thus, neighborhoods with equivalent residential densities and
traffic volume should receive not equal highway expenditures per
capita or per househord unit, but roads of fairly equivalent quali-
ty

More complex services and their components might have dif-
ferent allocation rules Basic olice se.vices, for example, might
be allocated according to one criteria so many patrolmen per
capita or sufficient p, tr 'men to respond police calls within a
specified time period 14) while other support sorvices could be
allocated according to some other measure, perhaps on the basis
of the incidence pf serious index crime. More complex human
resource services might have still other allocation rules. Educa-
tion, for example, might benefit by the development of equity
rules that mandate not merely equal expenditures but equivalen-
cy in service inputs, that is, permitting different schools within a
district to have the same mix of input variables, hatever their
cost Here unequal expenditures would occur, but the organiza-
tion of service inputs would be similar, oven if this did not abso-
lutely guarantee substantial impro.,,emont in educational outputs.

Finally, equal dollar alloca'ions could he the service rule where
there is relatively little variation in the service delivery process
(/ t., street lighting), and outputs are fairly straightforward and
subicet to only minor variations. In these situations, equal dollar
allocations may be a reasonable standard rather than a demand
for equivalent inputs (educator) ,,r equal st rvice outputs (roads),
both of which may cause considerable &War variation in service
allocations throughout a Jurisdiction.

A SECOND DIMENSION:
THE JURISDICTIONAL SETTING

Another consideration in the service equity issue «muftis the
Jurisdictional lever within which a service is disbursed. Consider-
able attention ha, been paid to the service allocation-problem
within a unitary iansdietional setting a municipality or school
district. Increasit gly, however, local services are being movid«I
within a mote complex and overlapping iunsdictinal context.
Rules for service equity must be modified to take account of
these situations

1 he service equity question within a county, for example, is Of
increasing interest. Counties of ten do not provide their services
within incorporated areas even though most d their taxes are
countywide 115, 171 Municipal areas, then, sometimes are de-
prived of county viees In other L.ISL'S, cuuuucs May provide a
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variety or services the ,ugh subordinate service districts some

6,20r) in 21 states. gybe know very little about the conditions
under 1011,11 thUNC kl,stric ts tie en.tted and whelhlr they arc

mvktailisilh that sUltil Unies) jet I flll SCIdlt.t, or wealth segregation
within a county area. tainly, , states need to assess this problem
in thy same mannel that sonic have been viewing the problem of
1,re r.1 government cteation and growth (10, 171.

special districts may also be vehicles tur inequitable service
practices since they must rotten give priority to meeting the fiscal
demands ul bondholder intcicsts lather than to provide services
equitably Additional issues incldelc the expenditure of funds pro
sided by higher levels of gove,nrnent revenue sharing being an
example which have been disbursed on the basis of a jurisdic-
tion's overall taxing effort. Coulity ur municipal procedures that
,n ()duce intcriuri,dictional pnce discrimination should also be

xammed (221.
1-veer below the orunty Icvcl, thew are eumplexities to the

equity question that have been only partially explored. Towns
and villages overlap in several states and little is known about the
service allocations within these jurtsdicatons. Cities, as well as

counties, often create subordinate service districts The conditions
under which these units are formed and their effect y.n service
allocations must be better understood. More explicit rationale for
the creation of administrative service districts should be demand-
ed by lawyers anti legislators interested in the service equity clues
bon.

[he ditIcienee rn jurisdictional setting significantly affects the
chi ice of litigation and other legal remedies to the service equity
problem. For example, the ACIR has recommended that, in cases
rd concurrent service provision, counties supplement municipal
services in a manner agreed to by the constituent municipalities
Consequently, constituent municipalities would have the option
of requesting the additional types of service they felt should
be provided within their jurisdiction or en- asking for payments
in tell of county services. Such an approach is patterned after the
recent Pennsylvania home rule bill and is county policy to Mont-
gomery County, Maryland.

In cases dealing with local transfers of function, similarly con-
structive approaches may he taken. For example, the ACIR [171
has recommended that while the states should provide greater
incentives for this type of cooperation, the parties to the transfer
(towns or municipalities) should explicitly set the terms of service
provision and be able to withdraw or adjust service provision
when an independent third party a sort of service ombudsman

adjudges that the provision of the service has not served the
interest of the affected party.

The ACIR has called for equally innovative service allocation
measures in other contexts as well. In its recent report, Shift:-Lo-
ci)/ Rehioons in the ttimmal 'mote System, the Commission
recommended that metropolitan municipalities assure 24-hour
bask, police protection to their otizens directly ur by contract
with another level of government. Failing that, higher levels of
government, the state ur county, could be mandated to assume
provision for the service witlypu.opriate costs being reimbursed
by the affected local government. Attaching conditions to the
provision of state funds and services could be pursued if definable
and acceptable standards of equity were developed. Statutory
mandates, such as that contained in Virginia's recent standards of
quality for education (requiring the equal distribution of re-
sources), might also prove to be another incentive to more equita-
ble local service provision.

The need for structural retorm at lower levels of local govern-
ment should also be considered. Recent reorganizations in Indian-
apolis and Nashville, for example, have suggested that one of the
first demands of a centralized government is the administrative
decentralization of services. Thus, we have a system of "mini-
governments" in I ndianapolis, general and urban services districts
in Nashville, Jacksonville, and Indianapolis, service allocation dis-
putes in Miami-Dade and the rise of neighborhood city halls and
decentralized school districts in many other fart American cities.
All these developments suggest the need for at least a quasi-gov-
ernmental level of government at the neighborhood level, a prime
concern of which would be an assessment of the intrajurisdiction-
al service allocation policies [20, 211. Structural advances of this
sort have also been recommended by ACIR [241.

All these structural reforms would permit better assessment of
service equity problems while simultaneously creating a set of
flexible policy instruments to meet these problems in different
ways.

EQUITY RULES AND THE
SERVICE ALLOCATION PROBLEM

The last component of the intrajurisdictional equity problem
concerns equity rules for the delivery' of different services. Clear-

ly, both general equity rules, equal treatment of equals and un-
equal treatment of unequals, arc relevant in fashioning intrajuris-
dictional service allocation policies. A horizontal equity rule
seems most appropriate when there is little demand or necessity
for service variation. Every individual in a jurisdiction, for exam-
ple, should have equal access to pure water to drink. In the tame
fashion, every person should expect roughly equal response time
from local police and firemen.

On the other hand, it is abundantly clear that some service
allocations within a jurisdiction also should follow the vertical
equity or unequal treatment of unequals rule. In education, com-
pensatory programs of some kind are clearly needed for low-in-
come populations. Similarly, police and fire services may be re-
quired at higher levels in business districts than in residential
areas. These situations call for an unequal distribution of services

within a jurisdiction.
The most difficult problems in service allocatioq occur with

the multi-product service. Transportation and education are two
oft-cited examples. These services have numerous facets. Educa-
tion has a variety of cognitive, affective dimensions [ 2 1 . I t relates

to political, economic, and social well-being as well. Transporta-
tion has dimension, that relate to service cost, accessibility, safe-
ty, speed and environmental quality- [151. It is exceedingly hard
to balance these components, much less choose equity rules and
provide equalized service within a jurisdiction, vithout better in-
formation from both a technical and a consumer viewpoint.

What, then, are the contexts in which the different equity
rules are relevant? Clearly, human resource functions are more
amenable to compensatory service allocations due to the varia-
tions in need for such services. Also, multi product services,
where different mixes of services may be desired or demanded at
the neighborhood level, may call for unequal treatment of un-
equals. More conventional equity may operate when services are
not of a multi-product nature, when they are being provided
within a relatively homogenous setting (i.e., a middle-income,
highly residential suburb) or when the service has a constant,
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THE INTERJURISDICTIONAL DIMENSION
OF INTRAJURISDICTIONAL SERVICE
EQUITY PROBLEMS

It is naive to expect that intraiur ,,fictional equity problems
can be solved by local measures al, e The uxteilsaw research
work of ACIR on the structural, lune uonal and fiscal maladies of
metropolitan governance systems suggest that much of the reason
for service equity problems occurs as a result of the fiscal pies
sures placed on local governments in their interjunsdictional set-
tings 119, 171 Ling-term solutions to in terjurisdie nonal fiscal
disparities have to he considered for men salutary effects on
intrajunsdictional equity questions.

Higher levels of government are the logical levels at which
concerns -of fiscal if not service equrty should be met 1181. When
the buck is passed to lower levels of government, the pressures for
redistribution of services and tax burdens often become too
onerous for local governments to handle Either they meet this
demand and gradually experience a loss of taxable wealth or they
deny it and subsequently have to deal with interminable urban
crises produced by doss, stied urban residents. Put quite simply,
lawyers will be doirg a serious ,fisscivice to resolution of this
equity problem if they press for in trajurisdictional equalization
policies without being sufficiently aggressive about the adoption
of equalizing federal and state intergovernmental aid policies.
Without such policies or other innovations like regional tax base
sharing, cities are onfairl v asked to handle service redistribution
problems that may be beyond their fiscal capabilities [2, 8, 191

Intraiunsdictional equity questions are part of wider function-
al assignment considerations as well. Some jurisdictions cannot
equitably provide a service because of its excessive cost. Some-
times, they inequitably provide a service since its costs are im-
posed by other jurisdictions 1251. In either case, the financing or
delivery of essentially redistributive services might be better han-
dled by a larger, more encompassing jurisdiction, although subject
to some form of local control 1201. Structural, fiscal and fun
tional assignment reforms of the type recently recommended by
ACIR 116, 17, 18, 19, 231 are necessary measures if the fiscal
pressures on and within urban and rural municipalities arc to he
successfully withstood.

The pricey tax differentials of local clAVILLS Kalil and between
metropolitan local governments are a clear indication that many
service equity problems are created by artificial and outdated
local governmental practices Legal challenges are necessary to
highlight the gravity of many local public service equalization
problems. Legislation of the type recommended : y the ACIR
offers some practical solutions to many of the problems being
grappled with here. AC!R's analyses and model legislation can he
helpful in finding constructive and long-term solutions to the
service equity problems that all too many American local govern-
ments are now facing.
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CONCLUSION

Judicial and legislative concern about the servie equity.prob-
lem should take note of the following

a If he equity problem has innumerable facets, some particular
to the service or its distinct components, some to the funs
dictional structure in which the services are delivered and
some to the relevant equity rules for service allocation.

b Better knowledge about actual intralocal service discrimina-
tion is needed, particularly about the conditions that pro-
duce service disparities within a local Jurisdiction.

c Legislators at all levels should demand better local reporting
of intralocal service provision. Moreover, higher level aid
might be earmarked for particular areas within a jurisdiction
where the service eauity problem is a serious one Thus, state
educational aid systems might follow Florida's lead and cred-
it s'ate aid to the specific school wherein it is earned rather
than to the school district as a whole. Similar devices might
be instituted for non-educational services.

d. Higher levels of government should take immediate and
forceful steps to ease the fiscal disparity problems of urban
governments. Increased non-educational aid programs, re-
gional tax base sharing, and state revenue sharing programs
designed to equalize local fiscal pressures are but some of the
devices that higher levels of government should institute to
meet this problem.

c. Finally, resolution of the intrajunsdictional equity problem
may require such policies as state review of subordinate or
independent special district creation, administrative arbitra-
tion of service problems encountered in intergovernmental
service agreements and transfers of function, more interlocal
service cooperation and the institution of quasi-governmental
neighborhood units in large cities or reorganized urban gov-
ernments. These are all key policies in the ACI R's recent and
past prescript.ons for metropolitan governmental reform.
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Problems of Fact and Fact Finding

I I1N dINLUNNIOn, ch,ur.0 1)% jIIri On (WO

lilleltIOUN First, hits can one locate, at long range, sper..if Nit LI&

nor., that 11,1c, I Net toti stisike kioli.ris or inequities and provide
tit b.,, tsar htie,Itwir `tsl, h acs tailNi_ the tactull
plot)! fur an ryu,thz.tnon csc he bk.st deyeloped, once the deo

to litigate has been made \ !halo' parricipant in this discus
,ion was Mi ti ale Rabin, t plannk and leadiog consultant in
equalization litigation, who helped pi-pare the case in au fidotis 1.

'StirAt

here was genii al dissatisfaction with the present proceduie
tot locating equalization suits I he NAACP Legal Defense I and
and other groups in the held remain dependent upon cases
brought to them hi local attorney, or local citizens No often
these rctlect tin presence of actiost coM1111111,t5 or legal groups
riof, UR', isAlt r..1. the pliscifte of sevele service inequities.
I to ther, this ['nice., does not facilitate the systematic selection
procedure nceded rl flit problem is to be addressed on other than
an dd //or hasp.,

1-hc conferees igreed that beton fincleitakim.f a case search or
surev to determine whet,: feasible equalization suits esost, there
IN a need 10 determine what kind of suits It would be best to
bung. Once there is agreemcnt on the geographic areas in which
litigation !, desirable, the kinds of problems, and the kinds of
communitiCS Where suit should he brought, then it would bc
possible to start identify mg appropriate sites.

In addition to the problems of locating appropriate sites for
hogation, severif additional issues were discussed including the
need to devcitiftr more objective indicators of service quality, the
desirability of codifying informational sources and techniques
for analyzing the distribution of public services, and, finally, the
need for a multi-disoplinary approach to the preparation of back-
ground studies and basic research aimed at providing supporting
data for litigation

In the short run, the most effective equalization cases, and
thus the most promising sites for litigation, will be those involving
total denial Until there IN additional research devoted to the
development of standards f it minimally act ,:ptable services, it will
be difficult, if not impossible, to substantiate claims of inequities
In many instances, there are good reasons for intra-city disparities
in service levels (such as sanctions in terrain, population ink or
density, age and quality of buildings). The need at the present
time is for more oblectiye indicators of service ouality, particular-
ly standards of minimally acceptable levels of key public services

Such organizetions as I he National Academy of Public Admin-
istrators, The National Science Foundation, The Urban Institute
and The U S Commission on Civil Rights may be useful sources
of data on discriminatory allocations of service Some of these
groups have recently de \.Joped sophisticated tools to measure
service levels in urban settings,

A great deal of information on public services already exists.
Assuming that standards and indicators can be developed, there
will still be a need to pull together the many data sources describ-
ing service levels that are currently available Various local, re-
gional, state and federal agencies collect information on a regular
basis that might be used to document changing levels of public
service availability At the moment, each agency and level of
government collects information at different time intervals and
for varying geographic areas Additional work will be needed to
prepare guidelines for the use of these informational resources. It
is not enough lust to identify these data sources. specific instruc-

r

thins must be piepand dial will help 1,lrious groups around the
country to develop their OV n preliminary assessments of service de-
huccis This could provide valuable input into preliminary
decisions bs legal aid groups ,ts to whether or not to pursue
particular equalization cases. A relatively simple checklist with
instructions regarding the Use of bask. data sources and their
interpictation would be an important screening device and would
assist in the selection of appropriate equalization cases.

Issues of service quality have been ignored for too long. Very
title etfort has been made to study trends in service delivery or
to piece together case histories of publa. setvice standards in cities
and towns throughout the United States. It is not enough to spot
cases of seiice inequities or even to prLisecute when intentional
disparties are found. Strategies for,,finan\ing public service im-
pwvements, for regionalizing certain scry Os, or for reprivatizing
services that can be handled more efficiently on a decentralized
basis all need to be examined in depth. The conferees agreed that
additional research along these lines ought to involve a mix of
academicians, professionals, and citizens' groups. Jesearch of till,
sort is a necessary prerequisite to further equalization litigation.

A number of participants warned that access to vital informa-
tion might be denied equalization lawyers or researchers. Al-
though such data is often provided freely before local officials
become aware of a possible suit, there are instances when the
only wuy to obtain the facts is to file suit and attempt to secure
the necessary material through discovery, The danger in this prac-
tice is that weak cases, likely to produce unfortunate precedents,
may be brought by attorneys insufficiently aware of the factual
situation before the discovery process h < :,egan. The possibility
of Freedom of Information suits to gain access to basic public
records was proposed as a possible solution.

As an aid for attorneys involved in equalization suits, Mr
Rabin has prepared a paper on "Documentary Resources Availa-
ble for Recording and Evalaating Disparities in the Provision of
Municipal Facilities" (Appendix A). Additional information on
develor,ng the factual proof, once an equalization suit has been
filed,' found in the Legal Defense Fund's Li qation Manual for
Equa wution of Municipal Services. (See Chapter III, "Discovery
and Preparation for Trial" pp 48-73 and Appendix 3, with its
sample interrogatories to defendants in the
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Reasonable and Literal Remedies

This session, chaired by `r ale Rabin, opened with a presenation
on remedies in equalization suits from a planner's point of viers
As Mr. Rabin rioted, disparities in municipal facilities and services
rack, exist independently of other adverse coedit i is that are
not the subieets of litigation. Yet these other conditions should
be considered in devising remedies for the disparities in municipal
services.

u date, most equalization suits have been brought in localities
characterized by deteriorating housing, inadequate rights of way ,
unusual isolation of those deprived of services from other resi-
dents of the town and only limited local back-up service capacity.
Often, underserved neighborhoods ate characterized by such ad-
verse environmental conditions tither than those created by the
deprivation of municipal facihU s that it hardly seems reason-
able to provide municipal services.

In Shaw, one unpaved street had on it only a single house a

house, Mr. Rabin noted, that was "falling down." Were the house
to be removed, as Mr. Rabin suggested it should, then there
would be no need tor a street. But the "literal remedy" in this
situation would be to put in water lines, a storm sewer and pave
the street

In Itta Bent (Hums s. Town vi Ittu &nu was a companion stilt
to Shaw), there were several streets where the right of way was
only eight feet wide. While paving these streets would make
things more convenient for the families who lived on them, it
would not provide access for school buses, fu-e engines or ambu-
lances.

Also in Ina Bena were two families living on an island between
two bayeus. The families received no public services, and a literal
remedy would have required the town to build a b' edge to the
island, as well as to bring ...ater and sewer lines there trussing
not only one of the bayous but a railroad line as well

A problem caused by inadequate back-up also existed in Itta
Bena, where water from the town's torin sewers flowed into the
bayous. If the black sections of town that were not served by
storm sewers were to be so served, the resulting rapid run-off
would cause the bayous to overflow and flood part of the town.
It either required dredging of the bayous by the U.S. Corps of
Engineers someplace beyond the town limits or the construction
of a huge reservoir.

Adverse environmental conditions made the literal remedy to
deprivation of municipal services a dubious enterprise in one
black area of Birmingham, Alabama Here, in an area adjoining
the U S. Steel plant, the corrosive effects of air pollution were
dramat c-aliv illustrated by the appearance of the homes Paint
would not adhere and wood was literally eaten off the sides of
houses facing ,he plant's smokestacks. More significant, however,
was the local incidence of tuberculosis 40 times the national
average. Although me are lacked municipal services, Mr Rabin
questioned whether it would be advisable to provide them. Prefer
ahle remedies would be relocation of the residents or a major
pollution control effort at the steel plant.

What Mr. Rabin proposes in situations like these are negoua
tions with the defendants aimed at achieving a reasonable if not a
literal remedy to the problems. In Shaw, where a number of
situations were similar but not as extreme to the street with
the single, ramshackle house, negotiations also involved the De-
partment of Housing and Urban Affairs, which was prepared to
designate nearly all of the town as an urban renewal area. This
would have allowed relocation of black families within the town,
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eliminating the need fur unreasonable solutions and also modify
mg racial isolation. Under such an arrangement, federal funds
would have been available to aid the relocation effort The plan,
however, dissolved when HUD I unds were impounded prior to
completion of the agreement.

Similarly, in Itta Bena, a federal water and sewer grant and an
open space grant would have provided funds to construct a huge
reservoir and an adjoining park. This would have resolved the
run-oft problem and permitted a storm drainage system to be
installed in the black neighborhoods. Again, federal funds failed
to materialize.

Often, a reasonable rather than a literal remedy can be worked
out directly with the town itself, particularly if outside funds are
not needed for the town to benefit economically from the ar-
rangement. For example, in the case of the single-house street, it
would obviously cost the town less to relocate the family than to
provide them with municipal services However, in most in-
stances, a reasonable solution from a planning point of view VV;II
be more costly than a literal remedy. Mr. Rabin urged lawyers to
negotiate and explore the possibilities of outside funding through
revenue sharing or whatever federal grant programs are available
to the town. By fully researching this area, plaintiffs' attorneys
can forestall the standard "lack of resources" defense.

Understanding the town's financial situation is an important
part ut any negotiations, and Mr. Rabin considers Shaw an unfor-
tunate precedent in this regard, for the town unlike most muni-
cipalities had been operating with a surplus of revenue and was
actually investing its money. We were able to tell the court that
we knew that, without raising taxes or floating bonds, they would
be able to do these things in X number of years." Similar circum-
starlet, are unlikely to exist in other localities where service dis-
Nri ties are found.

Several participants at this session questioned the need for
lawyers in equalization cases to become involved in the defend-
ants' financial problems. The point at issue, they noted, is not
what the town can afford to do but what it is required to do. If
the court decides that the defendants have a constitutional or
statuto,y oblig,dion to provide seivice, then they must 110 mat

ter what the cost.
Mr. Rabin contends that a reasonable solution, not a literal

remedy or a vindictive judgment, is what one should seek. Be-
cause reasonable solutions are often more costly than literal ones
and usually more than the town alone can afford, the plaint;ff's
attorneys should make efforts to locate outside funds. Indeed,
noted Mr. Rabin, he has been involved in cases in which the
request for relief included suggestions that the town be required
to apply for certain federal funds available to it.

The final order of the court, detailing the required remedial
actions in Shaw, Mississippi (Appendix B), is an example of the
appropriate kind of remedy in service equalization litigation. (See

also the Final Order in Harris v. Town of Itta Bena in the LDF
Litigation Manual, pp 347-360.) However, where the state is a
defendant and the challenge is to a statewide system of providing
public services, broader iernedies, including remedial legislation,
will be required.
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Strategic Priorities

Generally, the conferees agreed that service equalization suits
were the beginning of a new reform movement that could radical-
ly alter the manner in which municipal services are delivered in
this country To be elle, too., endal.zation litigation must be just
as carefully planned and coordinated as were the legal chorts that
led to the 8 I t Board of ra,i(ation or the Serrano
decisions.

Charring the priorities panel, Harold Himmelman outlined on-
nuns, First, dividing them in to litigation and non-I. tigation ap-
proaches, Mr. Himmelman listed under 1.0gatiun.

a. Shaw type cases. Bringing additional cases in all the federal
circuits would be a time-consuming but essential step
towards the clear establishment of the Shaw principles. It
would also directly benefit thousands of Am 'ricans.

b Revenue sharing cases The advantages and handicaps of a
revenue sharing approach is the subject of Mr. Himmelman's
paper in the LCCRUL section of this report. Although the
federal revenue sharing statute includes some potent incen-
tives for municipal action, it iequ..es that administrative
remedies be exhausted beture suit can be brought and may
involve battles with the very federal officials obligated to
enforce the statute's cavil rights guarantees. As Mr. Ilimmer
man allowed, if the case the Lawyers Committee has
brought in Louisiana were to go the full admin:itrative legal
route, it is possible that there would be no remedy prior to
the expiration of the Revenue Act. However, if revenue shar-
ing is to be the primary conduit for federal grant funds, then
guarantees of equal service delivery must be integrated into
the program.

c. Cases based upon eciriumi, discrimination, Both Shaw type
cases and revenue sharing eases depend upon racial motives
or impact. But some equalization problems cut across racial
lines. The problem is how to get the U.S. Supreme Court to
find economic discrimination lust as suspect and constitu
banally impermissibc as nice classification. And, if that is to
be done, how is it to be done' Can cases of total services
deprivation to poor people be identified and successfully liti-
gated? If that is done will relative deprivation also be subject
to judicial scrutiny? Mr. Hammerman included, as a related
question, the issue of assessments ("which goes hand in hand
with economic discrimination '). But he asked if assessments
were not a subterfuge for racial discrimination or coulo not
be approached as economic discrimination that has a dispro-
portionate impact on minorities. Whether or not to argue the
issue of annexation and discriminatory boundary changes in
a similar manner was another question Mr Himmelman
raised at this point

While recognizing the need for ,orne kind of coherent strategy,
the chairman admitted, "We might well decide to do everything
He moved on to next "Is litigation worth the effort, or is it
time we asked Congress to respond, as we did in 1964 (with the
Civil Rights Act) ?" Another pi,ssiblc ,ernative to litigation, in
addition to legislative action, is c wren pressure, the organization
of local groups to lobby and bring pressure on local government
to equalize services on their own

The disc,.ission during this vlssion covered groom! that had
become familiar through the course if the Conference, l here was
widespread, if not general, agreement that legal strategy s.-iould be
built upon Shaw Fhe question of special assessments was con-
sidered a major target Whether the arguments used to challenge
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assessments were based upon racial discrimination disguised as
economic discrimination or economic discrimination that dispro-
portionately penalized minorities did nut loom as a major issue,
for either strategy would be built upon the racial grounds staked
out in Jhow. "If you make the argument of racial impact result-
ing from economic classification," said Jonathan Shapiro, "the
burden is on the government to show there is some compelling
interest in there being that kind of economic classification. Al-
though it is rational for people to pay as they go, it is more
difficult to justify that as a compelling interest. It's hard to say
that assessment is such an important way of financing govern-
ment that it can't be done any other way." As Mr. Shapiro per-
ceived such a case, "1 hat's the opening wedge," and it would ex-
pose new areas of equalization litigation.

Fhe further implementation of Show did riot rule out other
priorities, and the conferees agreed that among the more pressing
concerns were.

a. Actions brought in state courts and based upon state consti-
tutional and statutory provisions;

b Research to support state court suits to discover the extent,
variety and location of inequality in public services, to devel-
op performance standards for making judgments about the
adequacy of municipal services;

c. The question of the Rodriguez decision which should not be
allowed to stand unchallenged.

To the question of whether litigation was not too costly and
time-consuming an effort toward an end more easily achieved by
political action, several conferees cited the cxample of school
finance reform. Litigation in that area, despite its setbacks, was
creditec; with a significant impact upon public altitudes and upon
the actions of the several state legislatures that recently changed
their states' school financing systems.

Finally, the r arucipants agreed that equalization attorneys
should heed the injunction usually given to doctors. "First, do no
harm." The most Important consideration must be to avoid bring-
ing actions that result in a net loss for the effort. The example
cited as a less than helpful case was Seal v. Lindsay, with its
doctrine of equal input regardless of output.
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An Action Agenda

I t' n ( ,t1tL 1/4h tired bs Marge Bemanun,
0,,ir; ruts h,f of I ratio, Parish, focused on

tit' ity . t t' Cho.' group Sarah Cares ,

LI, ., in ts that the onihn,qm.
th cyu tic won L :tor make, it impossible to deter

mm, tros (tie atria[ desirable goals, position, and spate-
s v tic uc st Jr irk I I, itsc'sc , the group could hop( fully

agir L upon the stLps needed to reach the point whet.
s,r, i i dr_ ter 01 11,d1,111 could be made The importance of the bu-
r; wor n1,,N,ertlint to 1."4,01 rod mmords citizens of the nation
ib uses it .ruviai to deselop suich s long -terns strategy

I ttegic wiper atiscs were sinced hs the participants
sera) conferee, tell that, le...tartness of its limitation to a purely

1/4')hle \ 1, the Milt precedent must be pursued. Not rank
ci..(;1 such ca,,is unprrse the hies ,if minor-us Americans, the' will

t1JP solidik the constitutional precept, embodied in
\ second course of liogatom, based upon state constitu-

tional of statuti+R grounds, was also stressed. It was felt that
hoth [hes, strategies would proved, a 'ripple effect" and create
conydetablr public and political await:nes, of the equalization
fi .suc

there was ;etal consensus that a "clearin0c .:se" ur center
to undertake legal and factual research, facilitate communication
and generate public information in the field of public service
equalization litigation is needed. Such a clearinghouse could
either be created as an independent entity ur as a function of an
existing legal or research organization. Mr. Rabin, who initiated
tur discussion, suggested that such an agency provide research on
state con,brutional and statutory grounds and gather data to
rdriltds sacs of public 1l + vice inequities. fie specified that the
clearinghouse be supervised by a panel representing various liti-
gating organizations During the discussion that followed, theft
was general agreement that the clearinghouse be designed to serve

or supplement rathei than direct the litigating organizations,
which would remain allh,rwmous and free to pursue their inch-
sidual interests

Most participants agiced to the proposed functions of such an
organization Researt'u, ssimILI be basic, particularly to provide
factual suppo for litigat i 'n. Technical tssistance, sucn as the
refer IA of expert consultants, would be another mans by which
the clearinghouse could directly sense attorneys in the field. But
more broadk based research and the publication and dissemi-

nation of information would also he among the agency's func-
tions Not only would the organization publish reports for law-
yers, but technical article, for other interested professions (plan-
ners, engineers, ensi onmentalisb;, as well as popular material
designed w increase publi., and community awareness of equaliza-
iiin problems and solutions With the existence of a clear-
inghouse, several -onferces hoped there would be more opportu-
nity to contact arid ads Ise individual attorneys involved in equal'.
/Awn, litigation Such communication could help prevent in-
sulted cases how being brought only to result in unfortunate pre-
cedents I finally, because it would give new coherence to the
field, the clearinghouse could help to facilitate the funding of
litigating organizations

The following prclumnars proposal to establish a national
center for the equalization ui gusernmental services was prepared
10114 rwing the Con tertlic e by Sarah Carey, acting in her capacity as
consultant to Trinity Parish, in an attempt to crystallize an ap-
proach to useful action un the issues discussed by the partici
parts. Phis document, in an earlier draft, was distributed to those

ur attendance at the (oink:RI-ice and a variety of constructive
comments and criticism, were receised fhe preliminary proposal,
nesertheless, doe, not 11CLesNaf11y represent a consensus view-

PRELIMINARY PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH
A NATIONAL CENTER FOR THE EQUALIZATION
OF GOVERNMENTAL SERVICES

The basic power for the provision of public services,1 whither
schools, police, lighting or water, rests with the states. In many
states this power has been loosely delegated to a host of illogical-
ly drawn local governmental units that often have overlapping
functions. In many areas the design of such units has little to do
with either need or resources, except in a negative fashion, to the
extent that local boundaries have been drawn to exclude poverty
ur problem areas. In addition, in many states basic services such
as water or sewer systems are funded by "special assessments" or
"private governments," resulting in a denial of services to districts
that catud afford such special levies.

This irrational evolution of local government structures has
resulted in patterns of acute inequality among neighboring juris-
dictions in the availability and quality of public services. Fre-
quently these inequalities follow racial lines, in other cases, they
discriminate between poverty areas and areas of relative wealth.
In either event the resultant deprivations are acute and dehuman-
izing. In the Texas Rio Grande Valley, for example, water is
provided through private corporations known as WCID's (water
control and improvement districts). The boundaries of these cor-
porations have been drawn in such a manner that ample water
supplies are available to the valley 's rich citrus groves and their
owners, but potable water is denied to the poor Chicanos who
live nearby in colonies and who provide the workforce to harvest
the groves. The result is high levels of amoebic dysentery, tuber-
culosis and other diseases among the colonies.

In Clarksville, Indiana, adequate roads, street lights, sewer
systems and electricity are provided to most of the town but
Jenicd to the roughly 200 black residents of the Lincoln Park
section, because of their financial inability to purchase such serv-
ices from the privately owned utility companies to which the
government has delegated these responsibilities. The refusal of
both the city and the utility companies to act has resulted in a
lawsuit.

Similarly, in Oachita Parish, Louisiana, service denials have led
black citizens to file suit against parish officials alleging that they
are provided "a poor and inferior level of municipal services," in

regard to road construction and maintenance, storm drain con-
struction and maintenance, fire protection, traffic control and
safety, sanitary sewage, and library services." The suit charges
that such discrimination has been reinforced by the manner in
which federal revenue sharing funds have been expended.

The power for insuring minimal standards of equality in the
delivery of public services rests with the state legislatures. 2 For a
variety of political and economic reasons, few state legislatures

1 this paper uses the term "public services" to include all those services
that have traditionally been provided by governmental agencies in this
country, it dues nut include services such as day care that governments in
other countriesprovidc, but which remain prirnarly private in the U S.A.

2 1 ederal nondisciuninatiun ,tandaids and case law have defined certain
minimum standards where disci Ifflirlatiun based on race is involved
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have been willing to undertake the reerganization of local govern-
ment and local finance that is needed to insure antra- ur inter
)urisdlcUor al equality Instead they have passively continued to
delegate their authority in this area to inadequately designed local
governmental and private entities

Recognizing the legislative deadlock of the past decade, this
proposal seeks to establish a nun-prolit center for the Equaliza-
tion of Governmental Services. The primary focus of the centei
will be to dt setup binding definitions of minimal service equaliza-
tion through the courts by coordinating, developing and support-
ing legal challenges to service Inellualcs based on federal and state
constitioi,..2! and statutory grounds, 1 or the most part, the cen-
ter will not engage directly in litigation itself, but will provide
badly needed factual and legal research as well as assistance in the
identification of experts and other sources of technical assistance
for litigants in the field.

The proposal is an outgrowth of a strategy meeting of lawyers
and planners convened by Trinity Parish (and supported by The
Ford Foundation and I he I rw in Sweeney -Miller Foundation) on
May 16-17, 1974. At that se,sion the participants agreed that the
dot lopm,:nt of appropriate and effective legal remedies was in an
embryonic state, that such remedies had great potential for stimu-
lating an overall reform effort to upgrade and equalize public
services, ind that the lessons learned from the school finance
litigation reform movement of the past five years and from simi-
lar litigation efforts pointed to the need for the careful evolution
of strategy , for the encouragement of related legal and factual
research and fur close coordination among lawyers, planners, pub-
lic administrators and others possessing the resources to address
the problem. This proposal is designed to meet those needs by
providing some of the backup resources required to increase the
effectiveness of significant litigation affected at public. services
incur

A. Background: In 1972 the Fifth Circuit handed down the
landmark decision of Hawkins Town of Shaw (416 F.2d 1171
(072). In that case, the court held that Shaw, Mississippf,wasto
violation of the equal protection guarantee of the Fourteenth
Amendment to the U S Constitution because it was discriminat-
ing in the provision of a variety of public services against black
residents in favor of white re ts. The town was ordered over a
three -sear period (by 1976) to pros de extensive improvements in
the black neighborhoods, r >resent' more than a one-million
dollar investment. These included I Istallation of new street
lights; additions to the water and sewier systems; installation of
new Fire hydrants and pavement for the streets.

Judge Wisdom in his concurring opinion heralded Shaw as a
landmark decision, stating "By our decision in this case, we re
cognize the right of every citizen regardless of race to equal muni
opal services." Since that time a number of additional cases have
been filed in Mississippi, Florida, Virginia and other states of the
South that have resulted in similar decisions or in settlements
guaranteeing similar remedies.3 Additional suits have been filed
in other sections of the country but with mixed success. 4 But
litigation efforts have been limited and the full potential hi -Shove
remains unrealized.

Among those groups that have brought or plan to bring
Sinvtype cases are the NAACP Legal Defense Funu (LDF), the
Mexican- \ merican Legal Defense and Educational Fund
(MALDLI ), the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
(LCCRUL) and individual attorneys in states such as Texas, Indi
ana and Virginia. These groups are bringing cases based on the
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Shaw mockl uf racial discriminationis well is cases based on
other federal and state law provisions regulating utilities, water
districts and other entities responsible fur the delivery of services,
Additional approaches involve challenges lo the drny mg of dis-
trict boundaries in a discriminatory fashion, challenges to the

mariner in which the officials responsible for discriminatory re
source allocations are elected and suits based on the non-discrimi-
nation provisions of the federal general revenue sharing law

To date, these efforts have progressed in a relatively uney-or-
daiated fashion and have lacked any mechanism to screen system-
atically the most promising factual and,'or legal settings The over
all effort has suffered from serious gaps in legal and factual re
search that have confined it.io small-town settings where service
denials are visually identifiable Little of no attention has been
given to underlying systemic problems involving state and local
government and local Finance law. And, finally, the lessons from
the research and analyses that have been completed have not been
made available to pulley makers or experts in other fields

B. The Proposal: The center proposed herein will consist of
small central staff (an experienced attorney aided by an advocate
planner and consultants from related fields, plus administrative
and secretarial support), assisted by an advisory committee (not
to exceed 15 persons) composed of representatives of organiza
tions that are litigating in the field or that have resources that
litigants can draw upon. For example, the Advisory Committee
will include representatives of MALDLF, LDF and LCCRUL as
well d.5 representatives from resource organizations, such as ad-
vocacy planning groups, urban research centers and community
groups. In addition to its full-time staff, the center will draw

upon students and volunteer attorneys.

The center will serve lawyers, community grouts and policy-
makers. Its primary focus will be the development of systematic
procedures for the identification and selection of factual situa-
tions appropriate for Show and related types of litigation and the
conduct of research on legal theories appropriate to such cases. In
regard to the latter, the center will conduct a systematic analysis
of state constitutions and laws, municipal ordinances, formal re-
gulations and other state and local sources for defining the gener-
al obligations of the state, of lesser jurisdictions and of those
public and private entities that either refuse to provide services or
that provide them in an inadequate fashion. As a corollary to
these activities, the center will also collect and disseminate docu
men ts and writings bearing on the issue of public service equaliza-

tion (whether from a legal or other point of view); conduct brief-
ings and conferences to disseminate research data, to train attor-
neys and researchers and to develop litigation strategies; prepare.

3 See, for example, Selmont improvement Ass'ff r Pallas County Com'n
339 1 Stipp. 477 (5,D. Ala. 1972), a case invoking On impiovement ul
wads in the 11,0, communitv Ind Harm i I,00i f lila Beira (N D
Miss., Greenville P.V., CA No. GC67-56-S, a companion oast to Shaw that
was settled in 1973).

4 See, for example Beal r Lindsay 468 I 2d 287 (2d Cir. 1972) whcre
the court denied plaintiffs relief on a claim that the park ill their neighbor-
hood was not adequately maintained, Chrzens fur t nth rknnazil tqualar
City of Seattle, 492 P. 2d 1071 (Wash. 1972) denying rchef no poor pro-
perty owners who, although forced to pay taas, wok unable to generate
their own revenues lur underground utilities, and I ire i City of Winner,
352 U. Stipp. 925 (1972) denying relief to Indians COMplatning of mienor
street paving, sidewalks and sewerage facilities because soy difference . .

In the quality of such improvements stems pnoratils Born the difference in
the respective I,mdowner's willingness 0) pay it,1

provernents."
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atnicus briefs in support of those lawsuits deemed to have the
greatest potential in advaneing key legal theories, and assist client
groups who have been invited to provide legislative testimony.

Although the primary lows of the Center will he on legal
tactics foi achieving reform, and particularly on the expansion of
legal inquiry and scholarship in the field of public service equali
zation, its staff will also work closely with state legislatures and
with civic groups seeking to achieve legislative reform, and will
make its work product broadly available to academic institutions
and to the press. Such cooperation will be facilitated by the fact
that the evidence necessary to sustain major legal challenges in
this field is similar to the facts that must be amassed by policy-
makers in the evolution of new legislation.

The discussions conducted during and subsequent to the Trini-
ty Conference siiggest the following broad areas of legal and fac-
tual research as principal concerns of the center

I. Legal Among the questions to oc addressed are the follow-
ing. What ground. for federal equal protection challenges exist
after the U.S. Supreme Court's deeisiun in Rodriguez San

Antonio Independent .SLiiool Lhstrkt.' That deeisiun held that
education and other sueial services arc nut "fundamental" under
the U.S. Constitution and henec do not require strict standards of
non-diseriminatiun, and that sunk diserunination against poverty
groups (as opposed to metal groups) is tolerable. It also warned
against federal court interference in matters of !owl government
and local finance. The center will want to explore the application
of equal protection theories where public services arc totally
denied to poverty groups or where poverty lines correspond
strictly to distract lines (a situation not existing in Rodriguez). It
will also want to explore challenges where the system for the
delivery of services is 'irrational" in addition to discriminatory.

What federal due process theories are available for challenging
the termination ur denial of services' In Texas, the ease of
Jimenez v. Hidalgo County Watt,- Improvement Di met No. 2,
No. 73-3557 (5th Cir. 1974) bases a challenge to the removal of
poor colonius areas from WCID's (water control and improvement
districts) ur the due process clause. Are such grounds available in
other situations of denial, it so, under what circumstances?

What federal statutory grounds could form the basis for service
delivery discrimination challenges? Limited reliance has been
placed to date on general revenue sharing legislation; what other
grant legislation provides a similar basis? (The environmental pro-
tection laws should be an immediate area of inquiry.)

What state constitutional grounds exist?* Provisions in state
constitutions dealing with health, welfare and public safety may
provide grounds of greatci weight than local government organi-
zation statutes for challenging deprivations in regard to water,
sewers, public safety protection and other services (e g., a y.onsti-
tutional requirement that the state protect the public welfare
may prevail over a state statute allowing municipalities to provide
sanitary services through special assessments). Other state consti-
tutional provisions, such as the ban on private legislation (i.e., laws
that benefit only a distinct locality or groups as opposed to all
citizens), may also provide appropriate bases of relief. In addition,
constitutional grounds may exist for broad challenges to certain
aspects of local government finance.

What state statutory and/or regulatory grounds are available?*
State statutes dealing directly with the services in question, estab-
lishing the powers and responsibilities of the local governmental
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units responsible for delivering the services or dealing with related
matters, such as planning or envii unmental protection, need to be
explored as handles for challenges to the denial or unequal provi-
sion of public services. (In addition, state Freedom of Informa-
tion statutes should be reviewed as a vehd.le for collecting the
data necessary to determine if a suit is appropriate )

II. Factual The primary problem in this area is the "assessment
of the problem," that is, the identification and analysis of data
that indicate those localities where service denials are the greatest
or most sciale (i.e., those denied the service are not even aware
that others are being properly treated) and that show the charac-
teristics of the populations affectea. To date, no systematic effort
has been made to identify those areas of the country where the
inequities in the delivery of public services are the greatest or
even to identify the overall dimensions of the problem nationally.
(Only anecdotal material has been available which does not pro-
vide an adequate decision-making base for either litigation or
legislation.) Litigators need access to demographers and planners
who are familiar with the available data sources and capable of
designing sampling ur other assessment tools. A second priority
fur factual research applies to remedies. Litigators and others
need assistance in the identification of established and judicially
acceptable standards for service levels and in researching appropri-
ate long-and-short term remedies. Fur example, research should
be conducted on the appropriateness of new state or federal laws
conditioning local grants, revenue collection or service delivery
authority on a commitment by the locality to insure a minimal
level of services to all citizens. Similarly, attention should be
given to opening up the political procedures by whichlallocation
decisions are made to insure that those who suffer the greatest
deprivations are given equal voice in the decision-making process.

The center itself will not have the resources or the institution
al focus to work in depth on factual issues not directly related to
litigation. Its chief role in this area will be as a catalyst, helping to
identify the problems and stimulate activity by other organiza-
tions.

This proposal is fur a five-year period. Public service equaliza-
tion litigation is in an embryonic stage. It is the considered judg-
ment of the project sponsors that funding for a lesser period
would not give the center adequate time within which to define
its functions and to develop its audience Unlike other areas of
social reform, the constituents of the movement are not presently
linked in a coalition or even in loosely coordinated communica-
tion. The Center will be carving out new territory with few estab-
lished models to rely on.

*It is the consensus of all t1'1))t, Luntat.lcd in connection with the prepara-
tion of this proposal that little, ur nu ic,eark.li liar been cumpleted ui iegaid
to state constitutional and statutory grounds for public service equalization
litigation. In view of the Supreme Court's current retrenchment on the
Fourteenth Amendment is a vehicle for insuring equality, particularly as
articulated in the Rodnguez case, state law colio.i,ts shuuld IeLelve imme-
diate attention.



Appendix A

DOCUMENTARY RESOURCLS AVAILABLE FOR
RECORDIN() AND EVALUATING, DISPARITIES
IN THE PROVISION OF MUNICIPAL FACILITIES
By Yale Rabin

The development of lac trial evidence to document disparities
in municipal tactics is generally a three-stage process. the first
stage, undertake' prior to the filing of litigation, consists of the
gathering of inform Iron derived from the observation, of local
residents, inspections by technical experts and the accumul Irian
of descriptive data from readily accessible public records and
documents The second stage, which begins after the tiling of the
litigation, primarily consists of eliciting information from the de-
fendants through the process of discovery. Analysis of the data
and its transformation into terms suitable for presentation to the
court comprise the third stage. The effectiveness of all three
stages is considerably enhanced by a general familiarity with the
types of relevant documents and records customarily kept and
the sources from which they are available.

The resources outlined below are primarily those that enable a
quantitative and qualitative assessment of disparities in the provi-
sion of municipal facilities. The purpose here is to list those re-
sources that are most useful and ordinarily available, not to cite
every resource that might be used. The outline does not include
resources related to administrative responsibilities and proce-
dures, historical development, and financial expenditures and
sources. These aspects of the development ui evidence are dealt
with in llama for Lawyers on Lthqution for Egeiubtation of
Municipal s nr( es. by Jonathan Shapiro, pages 50-51 and
114-138.

PRE - LITIGATION RESOURCES

Base Maps. 0/here po,,,thie, an official map rai(aild be obtained
showing streets, corporate boundaries, uld major pFysical fea-
tures such as s' ,:ams and other bodies of water. Maps which show
streets as a double line are preferable to those using a single line
because the space between the double lines permits the recording
of information on the condition of the street, such as drainage.

(Soured of such maps city engineering department, city plan-
ning department, county engineering department, state highway
department, lumber of commerce, stationery store and gasoline
statmo )

Attention should he given in selecting maps and recording of
data on them to the possible future need foi reproducing them.
Maps from the last three sources listed above, while not official,
provide valuable adjunct information These often include the
locations and names of schools, parks, playgrounds, libraries and
fire stations

Finally, care should he taken to verify all maps. Many maps
fail to distinguish Ix isst en existing conditions and officially ap-
proved propirsals. An out of -dote map may portray facilities oi
physical features which f.ace been altered or eliMinated.

Plastic overlays are '.Li useful, when used ni COMUnitIon with
a reliable base map On succc,si ye overlays, specific data can be
indicated by the use of adhesive dots or tapes in various colors
For example, one such overlay might identify paved and unpaved
streets, another might local( street lighting, still another might
indicate the presence or absence of water supply mains or sewers.
If the base an ip is shaded to show racial or economic characters,
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tics (r1 the population, the superimpo'sitioi d see-through maps
of facilities will serve as a dramatic demonsuation of unequal
scryieec, if such should be the case. (These overlays are easily
aligned with the base map by the use of corner markers on all
maps.)

Aerial photographs. These show al! buildings and other physi-
cal features. Photography taken in winter, when the view is not
obstructed by foliage, are preferable.

Sources. U S. Department of Agriculture ASCS offices, city
or county planning departments.

USDA aerial photographs are available for every predominant-
ly agricultural county in the country Appropriate photographs
most be identified by code number at the local county ASCS
office, and then ordered from regional Department of Agriculture
offices. The photographic prints are approximately 24 inches
square.

Some city planning departments have for sale aerial photo-
graphs which can be reproduced by the ozalid (blueprint) process.
These are generally of larger scale that the USDA photographs
and, because of the paper used, are less durable. However, these
can more readily be used to superimpose information in trans-
parent colors than can photographic prints. It is most helpful if
aerial photographs and base maps can be obtained in the same
scales.

Census data: The level of detail provided by U.S. Census re-
ports will vary with the size and classification of the subject
municipality For small towns, data may be available only for the
town as a whole, for larger places, by census tract; and for major
cities, by individual block. Within these limits, the reports will
provide information on distribution of population by race or
ethnic group, and numbers of dwellings (by race of occupants)
not connected to a sewer or public water supply. Sources: U.S.
Government Printing Office, U S. Government Printing Office
bookstores and libraries.

In some instances more detailed data than is provided in pub-
lished Census reports can be purchased from the Central User's
Service of the U S. Census Bureau, Washington, D.C.

Comprehensive plans: These are usual', produced in munici-
palities that have had the prior need to establish eligibility under
one or more HUD programs For municipal equalization litiga-
tion, the most useful information in the comprehensive plan is to
be found in the analysis of local conditions by neighborhood.
This analysis (required for HUD Workable Program eligibility)
will generally include maps illustrating: distribution of population
by race and income, distribution of hcusing by quality, extent
and quality of the water supply system, the locations of unpaved
streets and the locations of schools, libraries, parks, playgrounds,
fire stations and police stations. Sources city planning commis

libraries and HUD regional or area office.
These plans, while containing useful indications of disparities

in facilities, are seldom up to date, and require verification by
survey and comparison to other data sources, Also of value in the
comprehensive plan arc the standards set forth against which the
adequacy of some municipal facilities, such as schools, parks, li
braries and playgrounds can be judged.

Codes and Ordinances: Officially adopted codes will contain
standards against which the adequacy of some municipal facilities
can be measured. These include the building code, health code
and fire safely code. Additional information on fire safety may
be obtained hum state or national fire underwriters' codes and
ratings. A tuning ordinance in combination with its accompany-
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ing map will provide the basis for comparing treatment of white
artd minonty residential areas with respect to land-use regulation.

RESOURCES ACCESSIBLE THROUGH DISCOVERY

Municipal facilities maps: Most local governments maintain, as
part of normal operations, maps of water supply systems, storm
drainage systems, ind sanitary sewerage systems. The information
contained on these maps will include the location and size of each
line, and the locations and capacities of support facilities such as
storage tanks, wells, pumps, inlets, and treatment centers. Water
system maps will also customarily include the locations of fire
hydrants. Either the: local government or the utility tympany will

usually maintain maps showing the locations of street lights
which identify the fixtures by type if more than one type of
fixtur-.! is in use.

General information maps. Information relevant to the evalua
Don of municipal faellities and services is also to be found on
maps illustrating: growth of the municipality by annexation,
land use, dimensions of legal rights-ofway, and classification of
streets and roads. Jtreet classification consists of designations of
streets according to intensity of use as arterial, collector, local
and alley. Where such designations exist, it is not uncommon to
find that improvements customarily provided by assessment are
paid for out of general revenues on streets with high intensity
designations.

Special studies: These, as their name implies, are infrequently
available, but not to be overlooked. Included here are evaluations
and analyses of individual municipal facility systems often urder-
taken by specialized consultants and supported by state or federal
funds. The reports of such studies may contain detailed deserip
(ions of disparities which might otherwise not be revealed.
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Appendix B

COPY OF COURT ORDER IN
HAWKINS V. TOWN OF SHAW

ANDREW HAWKINS, et al., Plaintiffs, v, TOWN OF SHAW,
MISSISSIPPI, et al., Defendants. Civil Action No. DC 6737 in the
United States District Court for the Northern District of Missis-
sippi, Delta Division.

In accordance with the mandate of the United States Court of Appeals
for the Fifth Circuit, .his Cow I ,en July 17, 1972 entered an order requir
ing the defendant Town of Shaw, Mississippi, to formulate and file "a plan
of equalization of all municipal services to place same on a parity between
white neighborhoods and black neighborhoods, and a time schedule for
each aspect of such equalization program." The Court further ordered
plaintiffs to file a response to defendants' proposed plan of equalization.
On or about October 12, 1972 defendants filed their plan and on or about
January 5, 1973 plaintiffs filed their response. Thereafter the parties,
through their attorneys and with the assistance of their experts (engineers
and city planners), conferred at length and agreed to a plan of equalization.

It is the opinion and iudgment of the Court that nle plan of equalization
formulated by the parties will eliminate the disparities between the provi-
sion of municipal services in white ,:nd black communities of Shaw, Missis-
sippi, satisfies constitutional requirements and accordingly should be ap-
proved and adopted by the Court. It is therefore, hereby ORDERED:

MUNICIPAL SERVICES TO BE IMPROVED 1

1. Defendants shall make the following improvements, and/or addition.
to the municipal services provided in the black neighboii,ods of Shaw,
Mississippi:

A. Water Distribution. New water mains, no less than six inches in
diameter and with cut-off valves cross-conneetions shall be installed
at each location specified on the n. -ached hereto as "exhibit A."

B. Fire Protection. A fire hydrant shall be installed at or near each
point specified on the map attached hereto as "exhibit A."

C. Street Lights. A new street light, of a quality no less than "medium
intensity mercury vapor," shall be installed atjach location specified on
the map attached hereto as "exhibit A."

D. Sanitary Sewer System. Service shall be provided to both Wood-
lawn and Kentucky Streets between Highway 61 and Bolivar Street.

E. Paving.
a) Each of the following streets shall be paved to the width

specified-
lfhere follows a list Of 36 streets, here omitted.)

b) All streets scheduled above for a paved right.of. way of more
than 12' m width shall be paved with a minimum stabilized base thicknes.
of 6" and surfaced with a minimum of 11/2" hot plant mix asphalt; all
streets scheduled above for a paved right-of-way of 12' or less in width
shall be paved and surfaced with no less than 6 reinforced concrete.

F. Storm Water Drainage.
a) The following primary storm water drainage grades and ditches

shall be constructed:
i) The ditch along the entire length of the western side of Rail-

road Avenue shall be dredged and graded to drain into Silver Bayou near
the intersection of Railroad Avenue and Canal Street. All other street
drainage ditches located west of Gale Street and north or east of Silver
Bayou shall be graded to drain into the Railroad Avenue ditch;
(There follow orders for dredging and grading of six other ditches, here
omitted.)

b) It is expected that defendants will be required to obtain permits
from either the Illinois Central Railroad or the State Highway Department
fur the construction of three of the above listed primary grades and
ditches, and defendants shall forthwith make application for such permits
and shall undertake such other steps as may be necessary to assure the
construction of said primary grades and ditches.

The improvements orderea relating to water distribution, fire protection,
street lights and the sanitary sewer system acknowledge improvements
made by the town from the date of trial through the present. Such im
prm,ements arc set forth in defendants' October I2, 1972 report to the
( ourt



c) The pavement suitaee ut e ieh street scheduled fur a width of 16'
or inure shall be raised above present elevation and new ditehes, graded
eunsisteritly with the primary grades iecorded in paragraph "F(a)," above,
shall be constructed along both sides of each street in such a manner as to
I.SsUR di lithigl away 1100 adjacent housing, each street selieddled tut
paving width ut less than lb shall be Mauled of storm water by the
eonstruetion ut an ulcer ted gr..de (3,8' per foot across), along the center
ime ut the street in suet( a niannvi as to assure drainage away from adjacent
housing.

d) Storm water drainage Atches, graded consistently with the
primary grades recorded in paragraph "F(a)" above, shall be constructed
along both sides of each street which is presently without such drainage
ditches.

e) All storm water drainage ditches throughout the black
communities of Shaw shall be cleaned and seedeu and regraded eonsistent-
lv with v..: primary grades recorded in paragraph "F(a)" above. Pipe
culverts shall be provided at all driveways and all intersections to assure a
tally connected sub-area drainage network.

2 Defendants shall continue efforts to form and participate in the Por-
ters Bayou Drainage District project summarized on pp. 6 7 of their
Report to the Court (plan for equalization) dated October 12, 1972.

Defendants shall contract for a study to be performed by engineers
agre..ible to all parties which shall determine the feasibility of a project
to enlarge Slicer Bayou and eonstruct one or two storm water drainage
hikes IS proposed by plaintiffs' engineer in his report dated December 30,
1972 and tiled with the Court on or about January 6, 1973.

it
TIME SCHEDULE

4 Def:mdants shall ,omplete the foregoing unprocements and/or addi-
tions to the municipal services provided in the black neighborhoods of

aecord mg to the tollowing sehedule: 2
A. Installation of street lights shall be completed no later than March

15,1974,
B. Additions to the water distribution and sanitary sewer systems and

the installation of fire hydrants shall be completed no later than July 15,
1975,

C. The improvements recoiled in paragraphs "F(a)," "F(d)" and
"1 (el shall be completed no later than September lc, 1975,

D All remaining improvements and/or additions shall be completed
no later than tune 15, 1976

5 The Court adopts tie agreement of the par ties that the foregoing time
schedule for the plan of equalization is in all respects reasonable. Should
defendants petition the Court fora modiheation they shall demonstrate
upon hearing. a) all 'tops taken to assure the completion of the project by
me specified deadline, end b) the eircumstanees which make it impossible
to meet the deadline ands) that any proposed new deadline represents the
earliest practicable date for the completion of the improcemen b.

III
FINANCING

n All monies received by the 1 on of Shaw deriving from 31 U S C
§ 1:21 ("Revenue Sharing"), shall be applied to or retained for the
projects of inumeipal equalization required be this order until all ;Lief)
projects are completed.

7 Defendants are hereby enjoined from constructing any new or repair-
ing or improving any existing municipal sergee in the white residential
neighborhoods of Shaw, exeept for emergency or routine repairs (e.e
repair of ruptured water line or replacement of street light bulbs), until all
ot the projects ot equalization required by this order are completed.

8 No less than 85', ot all cash surpluses on hand or realized through
June, 1971s, and all bonds and seeurities owned by the Town shall be
apolied to the project of municipal equalization required by this order. All

2All steps prelimin try to the aetu,ti construction of the improvements
(e prepar.ition of omstruLtion plans and specifications where necessary,
advertisements for construction bids, selection of contractors, completion
of financial arrangemenb, obtaining necessary rights of way and construe
non easements), shall be taken by defendants according to a schedule of
their own choosing but which assures that the overall deadlines estahle.hed
by this paragraph are met

funds reeeived by the I own of Shaw, not restricted by law fur sp..cifie use,
,rid not requiied to' ',dames and the day -w day operation of the Town,
shall be applied to the projects of municipal equalization iequired by this
order.

9. The Court is advised by the parties that the iuregoing procisions
should result in the availability of adequate funds to complete all projects
it:gulled by this order, accordingly, the propriety or necessity for further
relief in this regard will not be eunsidered by the Cowl a. this time

IV
PERIODIC REPORTS

10. On or about March 15, 1974 and August 30, 1974, and on the same
dates annually thereafter, defendants shall tile with the clerk of the Court
and serve upon counsel for plaintiffs a report which set forth all steps
taken to implement, and trie status of, each facet of the equalization
program required by paragraphs 1.3 of order.

11. The Court retains tunsdietion over this cause for the purpose of
entering such further orders as may appear necessary or proper.

12. All costs are taxed against defendants.

ORDERED, this 29th day of June, 1973.

WILLIAM C. KEADY

United States District Judge

AGRE6 AS TO FORM AND CONTENT. MELWYN R. LEVENTHAL,
Anderson, Banks, Nichols & Leventhal, JACK GREENBERG and JONA
THAN SHAPIRO, Counsel for Plaintiffs, ANCIL L. COX, JR., Cox &
Moore, Counsel for Defendants.
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